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Science education in the United States has endured substantial reform due to
national needs for a bolstered, more diverse science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics workforce. Recent reform efforts call for students to be engaged in scientific
inquiry through the practices of scientists and engineers. Opportunity gaps exist in
science education and in the STEM pipeline for those who have traditionally been
underrepresented, especially females and minorities. Research highlights the potential of
science fair experiences to engage students in inquiry learning that could meet the needs
of updated standards. Furthermore, students from diverse backgrounds might benefit
from out-of-school time science learning opportunities such as science fair. Research
results suggest students pursue STEM education and STEM careers due to development
of STEM identity, and expectancy-value theory. Other research that investigated
students’ motivations to do science fair has failed to differentiate between compulsory
and voluntary participation. Little is known about why students, choose to engage in
science fair. This research used constructivist grounded theory to develop a theory of
students’ motivation to continually participate in scientific research for science fair. Data
was collected and analyzed from intensive interviews of 23 students across eight school
districts all within a Great Plains state. Participants engaged in multiple science fairs

while in middle and/or high school and participated voluntarily for at least one iteration
of science fair. Findings yielded a theoretical model that depicts the processes that
students experienced as they engaged in science fair, such as the chance to pursue
meaningful research, the challenges they faced, such as a lack of resources, and the
support they received from sponsors. This study contributes to the literature on
motivation to do science fair as findings indicate the development of science identity,
students’ needs to have autonomy in their research topic, and students’ realization of
scientific research as a tool to solve meaningful problems and science fair as the venue to
be an expert.
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Why I Keep Doing Science Fair: Using Constructivist Grounded Theory to Study
Out-Of-School Time Science Among Females and Underrepresented Minorities
Chapter 1: Introduction
As science education in the United States has undergone decades of
substantial research-based reform, there are continued calls to increase student
engagement in science education and science careers, especially for females and
underrepresented minorities who have traditionally been left out of many of these
opportunities, depending on the specific discipline. For example, female students
are more likely to be interested in the fields of biology and chemistry than physics
or computer science (Munce et al., 2012) One subgroup of students who can help
researchers and practitioners gain an understanding of this problem is secondary
students who have done scientific research. This theoretical explanation of
secondary students’ motivation to conduct scientific research to present at science
fair. These findings will help educators, schools, science centers, and other
stakeholders to create more inclusive contexts, especially for underrepresented
racial/ethnic groups and for female students.
In the United States, there are ever-present concerns regarding disparities
between interest and participation in Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics (STEM) educational programs and workforce among members of
various identity groups. For example, learners from high SES backgrounds,
especially White males and males from other ethnic groups show higher rates of
interest and persistence in STEM fields compared to females and students from
lower SES backgrounds (Saw et al., 2018). This may be one of many reasons why
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diversity goals for the STEM workforce in the United States continually fail to be met
(Estrada et al., 2016). Despite more recent attention to equity issues within STEM
education and minor gains in Underrepresented Minority students’ (URMs) persistence
through the STEM pipeline (Estrada et al., 2016) many of these learners are still
underrepresented at local, regional, and national science fairs (Gottlieb, 2018; McIntosh,
2016), and many remain underrepresented in the STEM workforce, which foresees a
growing need for qualified STEM professionals (Carnevale et al., 2011; Munce et al.,
2012).
Opportunities to learn science in the United States exist in a vast array of formats
for students. These opportunities range from severely limited contexts and resources to
those with abundant resources, high levels of expert support and more advantageous
outcomes. The range of contexts includes formats occurring both during school time and
outside of school time. In addition, many states have adopted the Next Generation
Science Standards (NGSS). These standards call for students to learn science by doing
science, the challenge of increasing student learning outcomes in science classrooms
across the United States has increased. The National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine (2018) provided detailed guidelines for engaging students in
inquiry-learning experiences during in-school learning called for in NGSS. Their
publication highlights the need for students to have choice in their learning activities and
content, relevance in the learning they are doing, challenging learning tasks and content,
and inquiry situated in socially and culturally relevant settings.
While much of the focus has been on in-school science learning, science learning
opportunities which take place outside the walls of a school building should not be
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deemed unimportant, as there are implications for these beyond-the-classroom
types of learning which are highly interest-driven (Bell et al., 2015). Indeed,
whether the Out-of-school time (OST) learning is unstructured (e.g., personal
hobbies, zoo and science center visits, family influences) or structured (e.g.,
science clubs, science fair, etc.), OST combined with formal education might
provide some of the most impactful learning experiences for our youth (National
Research Council, 2009) (see Figure 1) and support opportunities for those who
have typically been left out of these types of learning (Meador, 2018; Sahin,
2013). Prior quantitative examination of the long-term effects of OST science
learning has described significant albeit surmountable challenges such as attrition,
measuring a combination of learning activities across time, and issues associated
with choice of analytics (Staus et al., 2021). For this reason, our empirical
understanding of these experiences and potential benefits may be bolstered by
research focusing more precisely on specific components of OST science
learning, such as scientific research for science fair.
While the terms “informal” and “out-of-school time” science learning are
sometimes used interchangeably in the literature, for the purposes of this
dissertation I used informal science learning and OST science learning labels to
specifically mean OST scientific research for science fair. Additionally, over the
course of this literature review, it became increasingly difficult to extricate
“science” from the term “STEM” as used in research publications. Science is an
integral component of STEM, but it is a discipline in its own rite. In fact, STEM,
as a discipline, integrates science, technology, engineering, and mathematics to
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solve real-world problems. The scientific research I am studying may or may not be as
integrated or as applied as STEM. My dissertation is focused on the science learning
which takes place during OST science opportunities, however, much of the cited
literature here and even participant data may reference the broader term STEM.
Statement of the Problem
A large body of literature has investigated student learning experiences in middle
school, and high school, and factors that promote engagement in science learning. These
learning experiences are considered to be formal science learning. A much less
substantial body of literature exists that has specifically investigated student engagement
in science fair, through informal science learning opportunities. One study sought to find
predictors of success at a science fair. Czerniak (1995) found that 85% of participants
were required as part of their curriculum to complete a science fair project as part of their
in-school learning. A key result from this research noted “it would appear from these
findings that students were not intrinsically motivated to complete a science fair project”
(Czerniak, 1996, p. 25). Interestingly, these findings mirror other research findings
suggesting that when science professionals attend events similar to science fairs, they
rarely do so “solely from personal initiative” (Martín-Sempere et al., 2008, p. 361), which
might speak more to preferences of how scientific findings are shared at the professional
level rather than the conducting of scientific research. More recent research found that
only 15% of science and engineering fair participants (59) in 2018/2019, and 18% (171)
in 2019/2020 were NOT required to do science fair (Grinnell et al., 2022). We also see
similar research results from Dionne and colleagues (2012) in their investigation of the
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Canada-Wide Science Fair – a terminal-level 1science fair. Their findings
included students’ reports of increased sense of self-efficacy, feelings of
achievement and being rewarded, positive views of the social aspects of science
fair, and increases in learning strategies. They found that these were important
factors in students’ decisions to participate. However, given that over one third of
the participants in this data set were obligated to conduct their science research
projects, it is difficult to confidently relate the research findings to inquiries into
student choice in participation in science fair.
While many students’ participation in science fair is obligatory, there are
science fair participants who are seemingly more intrinsically motivated to
conduct research and share their findings. These learning experiences can also
take place in informal learning settings. Within this smaller collection of
literature, very little attention has been paid to student motivation to continue to
conduct OST scientific research to present at science fair. Recent research has
reported that factors such as academic performance, interest, self-efficacy, or even
prior participation (8th grade) in STEM OST programs failed to significantly
explain high school students’ participation in STEM OST learning opportunities
(Chan et al., 2020). Empirical research is needed to gain a better understanding of
the participant perspective of motivators for continually engaging in OST
scientific research to present at science fair.

1

One of the final phases of competitive science fairs that a student may enter
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Conceptual Framework
Figure 1
Conceptual Framework – Scientific Research as OST Learning Opportunity

Theory of Learning
The term "constructivism” has been used in the social sciences as an
epistemological research stance, as a general theory of knowing, and as a theory of
learning. Founded in research on human development and learning, researchers such as
Jean Piaget (1896-1980) and Lev Vygotsky (1896-1934), argued that children construct
their understanding of world as they grow and learn (Hershberg, 2014). As a theory of
learning, constructivism acknowledges the beliefs, knowledge, and conceptual
understandings that students bring into any learning scenario (Colburn, 2000). These
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principles are often applied to science remain central to learning in and out of the
classroom. The scientific understandings that students develop and maintain vary in their
alignment with generally agreed upon concepts and processes within the scientific
community. Students who do scientific research, then, are likely having their
scientific conceptions challenged as they engage in experimentation and analyze
results. Moreover, when students have choices about topics of
experimentation/investigation, they are likely choosing topics in which they are
interested in and to which they have had some exposure. For example, a student
who chooses to research colony collapse disorder in a beehive has an initial
understanding of certain aspects of the problem. As the student learns during
experimentation, the new information is interacting with pre-existing knowledge
and skills.
Inquiry-based instruction is a related instructional strategy that is studentcentered, relying upon research-like investigations for students to solve scientific
(and other) problems (Supovitz et al., 2000). Inquiry-based instruction fits nicely
within the ideals of the constructivist theory of learning in the sense-making
process of scientific investigation. Marshall and Alston (2014) note that during
inquiry-based instruction, students collaboratively explore concepts, and collect
and analyze data which can help to refine their conceptual understanding of
phenomena.
Accordingly, research findings suggest positive effects in science
proficiency for learners who are engaged in sustained and effective inquiry-based
instruction (Marshall & Alston). Lucas and Lewis' (2018) research, for example,
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also suggests teacher preparation programs as the key, statistically significant teacherlevel factor – teachers from a stronger science background showed a higher likelihood of
teaching proficient inquiry-based lessons. Although both of these sets of findings
occurred within formal science learning environments, it is reasonable to assume benefits
from student engagement in inquiry-based learning which is less structured, such as
science research that takes place out-of-school time.
Purpose of the study
The purpose of this grounded theory dissertation study was to investigate the
processes, supports, and challenges secondary students experience as they choose to
engage in scientific research leading to science fair participation. Data were collected
through semi-structured participant interviews and analyzed using a constructivist
grounded theory approach. This approach relies upon the co-construction of
understanding of this phenomenon. Data from this study yielded a theory to help explain
student involvement in these science learning opportunities. An understanding of how
students engage and remain engaged in OST science research has broad implications for
educators, both formal and informal, school systems, and professional organizations. This
contribution to the science education literature will help guide stakeholders in efforts to
include more learners and keep them involved in this type of science learning, especially
those who have been underrepresented such as females and minorities, in science
learning opportunities. This could lead to the engagement of science students in the type
of science learning called for in rigorous science standards, an increase science content
and skill expertise, and maintaining interest in STEM education and careers.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Science Fair – What is it?
Science fair includes a range of activities in which students engage, either
voluntarily of their choice, or compulsory for a grade or to meet the requirements
of a specific program. Scientific research is presented to peers and a panel of
judges who hail from various backgrounds which ideally includes content experts
and science researchers. Science fairs occur at various levels, for example, school,
district/region, state, and several options for terminal-level fairs such as the
International Science and Engineering Fair (ISEF), or the American Association
for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) American Junior Academy of Science
(AJAS). Students may or may not compete against one another for awards,
placings, and/or advancement to a higher-level fair. Science fairs are often
acknowledged as venues for which students will engage in hands-on scientific
research (McNay, 1985, as cited in Bellipanni & Lilly, 1999).
There may be a developmentally appropriate aspect of obligatory science
fair participation which closely aligns with the learning needs of a science
classroom, according to research, compared to other forms of science competition
such as Science Olympiad (Abernathy & Vineyard, 2001a). Moreover, there is
reason to believe that children’s beliefs about their competence and their value in
a task, i.e., interest, are initially independent of each other (Wigfield, 1994),
which contrasts other views that interests emerge out of an individual’s sense of
self-efficacy (Bandura, 1997). Many students might be required to participate in
science fair as external motivators can bridge declines in motivation which are
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characteristic of adolescence. Additionally, educators are more incentivized to require
participation in science fair as learning goals such as learning experimentation and
science content support the needs of science curriculum (Abernathy & Vineyard, 2001;
Grinnell et al., 2018). For this study, I focus only on students’ voluntary participation, for
at least one research experience, and on science research that has been conducted in a
structured OST setting.
A Brief History of Science Fairs in the U.S.
The origin of science fair in the United States is debated, sometimes credited to E.
W. Scripps and William Ritter, creators of Society for Science and the Public, formerly
known as the United States Science Service, in 1921 (Society for Science & the Public,
2010), and sometimes credited to the Science and Technology exposition, 1828 in New
York, hosted by the American Institute of Science and Technology (Bellipanni & Lilly,
1999). The first International Science and engineering Fair (ISEF) took place in Seattle in
1964, and today continues to be one of the most highly regarded terminal science fairs in
the United States and abroad. More recently, science fairs now take place in 47 states
across the United States, involve a range of learners from 9 years old to seniors in high
school (DeLisi et al., 2021), and even include college undergraduates who present
research that they conducted in high school.
Science Research Experiences Occurring OST
Structured OST
Informal yet structured science learning (OST), such as a science club during
which students conduct scientific research for science fair, can offer high quality sciencelearning opportunities (Bell et al., 2009). Student participation in STEM OST programs
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may directly contribute to increased probability of students being interested in
STEM fields, indirectly increasing chances of students declaring a STEM major
(Chan et al., 2020). OST science learning opportunities have been shown to
complement formal science education by helping students to build skills and
content knowledge which is useful in classroom learning (Andersson et al., 2021;
Rahm & Moore, 2016; Roberts et al., 2018). Structured OST science programs
may also be effective at addressing issues of equity in opportunity and
achievement, especially for learners whose schools do not offer strong science
and math programs (Dorsen et al., 2006). However, researchers have suggested
that the whole educational system must be taken into consideration and they have
indicated that educators need to break out of silos of operation and develop tighter
alliances between K-12 and higher education communities in order for these
programs to be most effective (Rahm & Moore, 2016).
The flexibility of OST science learning experiences and potential for
greater availability of OST through free-choice activities (Falk et al., 2007;
Rennie et al., 2003; Sha et al., 2015) could also provide additional learning
opportunities to students from wide ranges of SES levels and ethnic/cultural
backgrounds (MacLeish et al., 2012). Furthermore, OST science learning
provides avenues of scientific exploration that can be important sources of
exposure to science, skill building, and increases in STEM aspirations (Dabney, et
al., 2012; MacLeish et al., 2012; Nugent et al., 2015; Sha et al., 2015). In fact,
research has identified teachers’ goals for student participation in science fair to
be associated with (a) developing science interest, (b) increasing students’
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understandings of science, and (c) building student skill in completing projects (DeLisi &
Pasquale, 2019).
Additionally, science fair experiences have been shown to help students develop a
greater depth of learning not only in scientific content but in the processes of doing
science research, as well (Andersson, et al., 2021; Koomen et al., 2018, Paul et al., 2016;
Schmidt & Kelter, 2017). Paul et al. (2016) found that inquiry learning which takes place
during scientific research is an effective way for students to learn experimentation skills.
Student self-reports indicate an enjoyment of the process of experimentation and
presenting their research, while increasing their science content knowledge (Schmidt &
Kelter, 2017). Finally, findings from Andersson, et al. (2021) indicated that students
showed in-depth learning resulting from student experiences in OST science learning for
science fair. This in-depth learning not only builds upon formal academic content but can
also position students to gain content knowledge and skills prior to opportunities for
learning in classroom settings.
Science competitions such as science and STEM fairs are also important ways to
involve diverse groups of learners in STEM interests (Sahin, 2013), such as students from
historically-underrepresented-in-the-sciences (Hathaway et al., 2002; Miller, 2017;
Nagda et al., 1998; Sahin, 2013; Smith, 2013a). Research findings suggest science
competitions can be effective to maintain secondary students’ interest in pursuing a
STEM career (Dabney et al., 2012; Miller et al., 2018; Sahin, 2013; Smith, 2013).
Evidence from other studies showed that summer science research opportunities for
secondary students were effective opportunities to attract and retain talented students in
STEM careers (Zhe et al., 2010), as student confidence in their ability to conduct and
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communicate research and to think like scientists increased (Lopatto, 2004). Other
findings show that participation in science fair increases student attitudes to STEM
learning and increases in student understanding of science inquiry. Results of one
study, in contrast, showed correlations between involuntary participation and
negative attitudes towards STEM fields for a small handful of participants
(Schmidt & Kelter, 2017).
As evidenced by a review of the literature above, science fair and other
OST science learning opportunities can lead to many positive outcomes for
students. Students who engage in science fair may realize outcomes such as the
development and/or maintenance of interest in STEM fields, particularly for
students of minority status, enhanced academic performance, and improved
skillsets beneficial to executing the processes of science, among others. With an
understanding of how these opportunities benefit our learners, it becomes critical
to fundamentally understand why students take advantage of OST science
learning, and how students engage in OST science learning so OST opportunities
might be expanded to more students. It is important to note that some students
connect science fair participation to negative experiences (Schmidt & Kelter,
2017), so extra supports and attention may be necessary during these activities to
reduce negative outcomes, and considerations should be made regarding student
choice to participate in these learning activities.
Why Students Choose STEM
Several key models and sets of findings from the current literature help
explain why students may choose to major in STEM degrees and be interested in
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STEM careers. Science identity and expectancy-value theory are leading theories that
provide important insight into students getting into and staying interested in STEM,
although there are many factors which contribute to attrition from STEM education and
STEM careers, which I will discuss later. As previously noted, the literature on why
students choose to do science research for science fair is very thin, however, as science
identity and expectancy-value theory cover STEM interest, in general, they should be
further investigated related to motivation to do science research for science fair.
Development of a Science Identity. Science identity has been strongly linked to
students choosing STEM careers (Carlone & Johnson, 2007; Hazari et al., 2020), and
could be differentially more critical to develop strong science identity in girls (VincentRuz & Schunn, 2018). Students are said to have strong science identity when they see
themselves as scientists or are able to understand themselves as a person of science (Gee,
2001; Kane, 2012). Carlone and Johnson (2007) consider science identity to consist of
three constructs: science performance, science competence, and science recognition.
A central aspect of the development of science identity occurs when a student is
recognized as a science person. For example, students who are recognized for their work
in the discipline of physics may develop a physics identity (Carlone & Johnson, 2007;
Hazari et al., 2020). Dou et al., (2019) note that recognition is a complex construct, as
recognition might be self-recognition in one study while other research is measuring
recognition by others. Although defining multiple aspects of recognition might be
problematic, it still may still play a role in the formation of science identity as research
findings indicate various types of recognition as contributing to gains in science identity
(Hughes et al., 2021). For example, in their study of female students doing coding, a
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student who was recognized by educators (but not by peers) for her competence,
showed an increase in the strength of her coding identity due to her perseverance
through increasingly complicated tasks. Conversely, another student who was
frequently recognized by both peers and educators as having skill in all aspects of
coding saw her coding identity grow stronger, as well.
Other research has noted important connections between STEM interest
and identity. For example, one study indicated that a diverse group of students
who participated in OST environmental science programs developed interest that
enabled them to see themselves as science people (Carlone et al., 2015). A similar
qualitative study found the development of interest in art and science to foster
science identity in a female middle school student (Calabrese Barton et al., 2013).
More recent frameworks, such as those used by Dou, Hazari, Dabney, Sonnert,
and Saddler (2019) focused on just STEM recognition and STEM interest. They
limited their cope because of the aforementioned research findings and also
because evidence has indicated that these two constructs are consistently linked to
the development of math and physics identities (Cribbs, 2015; Hazari et al., 2020;
Hazari et al., 2010).
Interestingly, research by Dou and colleagues (2019) demonstrated that
informal K-4 science experiences such as science clubs and science competitions
did not predict STEM identity development but that everyday experiences, such
as talking about science, were linked to students’ more positive STEM identities.
This relationship was found to be significant irrespective of science capital
despite research findings by DeWitt & Archer (2017) that young people are more
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likely to have informal science experiences if their parents work in science professions or
if the individual is a high performer in science class. This suggests the power of informal
and seemingly simple interventions that have supported the development of STEM
identity for students from diverse economic backgrounds. Other research has found
participation in STEM clubs and competitions to be predictive of STEM career interest
(Dabney et al., 2012). Taken together, findings from these studies suggest STEM identity
development that occurs in STEM clubs and competitions is limited to upper elementary
and secondary school, rather than at the K-4 band or below.
Expectancy-value theory (EVT). EVT has been used to help understand and
predict high school science achievement, college persistence, and choosing to major in
STEM disciplines. EVT seeks to explain achievement-related choices based upon
personal or efficacy expectations (Eccles & Wigfield, 2002). Any task an individual may
choose has both positive and negative characteristics which affect engagement in the
task, and each choice that is made has associated costs and benefits. An individual’s
expectancy for success and value of the task or outcomes of the task influence choices to
engage in the task, then, and even performance in and persistence through the task. Taskvalue has four measurable components: attainment value, intrinsic value, utility value,
and cost (Eccles et al., 1983). Importantly, work by Eccles and colleagues has found that
individual’s broad beliefs about competence in any field are empirically analogous to
expectations for success on a specific task within that field (Eccles & Wigfield, 2002).
Research using data from the High School Longitudinal Study of 2009 proposed
motivational profiles based on EVT constructs and suggested several different profiles of
motivation levels: low math/low science, high math/low science, moderate
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math/moderate science, and high math/high science. The study findings also
suggested that there were interactions across gender and ethnic groups, as well as
other sociodemographic variables/groups (Fong et al., 2021). Findings from this
research indicate that, while EVT motivational profiles are importantly associated
with academic outcomes such as math and science GPA and STEM major choice,
simple profiles do not tell the whole story. For example, their findings suggested
that Black students were more likely than White students to belong to the high
math/high science profile, i.e., they displayed higher levels of motivation in math
and science than their White counterparts but lower intention to pick a STEM
major. Additionally, female students, on average, had higher math and science
GPA, yet lower rates of intent to major in STEM in college, and in general higher
rates of persistence in college.
Another study of 600 undergraduate chemistry students at a private
college conducted by Perez and colleagues (2018) identified three motivational
profiles based on levels of science expectancy, value, and cost beliefs. Findings
indicate that cost beliefs vary across levels of expectancy and value, for example,
high expectancy/value beliefs were correlated with lower cost beliefs: very high
competence and values/low effort cost, high competence and values/moderate low
costs, and moderate all. As one might assume, students in the moderate all profile
carried lower STEM GPA and completed significantly fewer STEM courses than
did students in the other two profiles, for both first year and fourth-year STEM
outcomes. Research findings indicated no statistically significant interaction
between gender and motivational profile, but URM status did hold a significant
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relationship to motivation profile. URM students were most likely to fall into one of the
lower two profiles than they were to fall into the highest-level motivational profile.
Overall, this research suggests connections between motivational profiles and collegiate
STEM outcomes, for example, students who belonged to lower-level motivational
profiles had lower STEM achievement than did members of higher motivational profiles.
These findings make important contributions to research evidence examining
motivation in science, and they also support prior work in EVT showing that students
who have lower science expectancy-value beliefs have relatively low STEM achievement
and persistence. The link between low EVT and lower STEM outcomes seems intuitive.
However, some contrasting research results (such as disparities between these two EVT
studies’ findings on URM membership and representation in motivational profiles)
suggest that there is a need for research that can provide a more holistic context and
description of motivation in STEM. This is despite the presumption that expectancyvalue beliefs “mediate the relations between contextual factors and academic and career
choices (Perez et al., 2019, p. 269).
Contextual Understanding of Science Fair
As established earlier, science and engineering fair (SEF) participants vary in the
compulsory or voluntary nature of SEF interaction. In a study of middle school science
fairs, research results showed that only 20% of participants did so voluntarily, with their
research projects having very little connection to formal curriculum (Kook et al., 2020).
These results mirror other research findings I presented regarding the overwhelming
percentage of SEF entrants who are required to participate.
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SEF participation shows considerable ethnic diversity. According to one
study of high school SEF participants across seven states, Asian students made up
32% of the population, Black students 11%, White students 33%, Hispanic
students 20%, and Other students 3% (Grinnell et al., 2022). Of interest are
findings that Asian and Hispanic students expressed greater interest in science and
engineering careers than did Black and White students. This suggests that students
from some ethnic groups in particular participate in science fairs for reasons other
than career interest. Finally, Grinnell and colleagues’ survey results that Black
students were less likely to receive help from scientists, less likely to receive help
from parents and teachers, and the obstacle of time was perceived as more of an
obstacle, are especially concerning. This is further discussed below.
High school and post-high school students encounter obstacles while
engaging in scientific research for science fair. Research findings show that time,
resources, and developing an investigable idea are frequent obstacles, in addition
to getting unexpected results, organizing research efforts, and general motivation
to do the project (Grinnell et al., 2017). Science fair participants cited strategies to
overcome their struggles such as doing more background research, making
timelines, or altering the research plan, and persevering through difficult times.
While many science fairs require projects to be completed by individuals,
and in a few instances group projects are allowed, the work is largely supported
by teachers, parents, science mentors and professional laboratories (Grinnell et al.,
2017). Indeed, research findings demonstrate such factors which contribute to
success in science fair, for example parental support (Czerniak, 1996), access to
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resources (Bencze & Bowen, 2009), and access to research facilities outside of the school
(Gifford & Wiygul, 1992). Grinnell and colleagues (2017) also note that additional
support often comes in the form of coaching for the presentation, assistance with gather
background information, and reviewing research manuscripts.
As previously established, there are concerns regarding equity in access to
mentoring from professional scientists and research done in laboratory facilities
(Flanagan, 2013; Schank, 2015). Concerns about equity in science-learning, in general,
are mirrored in rural educational settings (Saw & Agger, 2021) and among URMs (US
Department of Education Office of Civil Rights, 2018; as well, which will be addressed
below. Saw & Agger (2021) note that, compared to their urban counterparts, rural
students may experience different levels of access to science learning due to geographical
remoteness, among other factors. There are also concerns regarding the overall level of
support that URM students, especially African American students receive for their
science fair projects. One study found that although schools that required science fair
participation and served more African American students, the students were more likely
to receive low levels of support (Kook et al., 2020). Additionally, research findings
suggest that rural and small-town students experience fewer STEM opportunities to learn
as they’re more likely to experience fewer STEM extracurricular programs, math and
science course offerings, and math and science teacher capacity (Saw & Agger, 2021).
Research findings indicate few differences between male and female students’
perceived rewards for participating in science fair (Abernathy & Vineyard, 2001), and
perceptions of obstacles faced, or help received during research for science fair also
appear similar (Grinnell, 2017). Further investigation is likely required to understand
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gender differences more fully, however there are implications here for sampling
decisions and/or constraints made in research on students doing science fair.
To summarize, there may be considerable diversity in participation
patterns in science and engineering fairs and resulting outcomes, across different
identity groups. While science fair participants receive support from teachers,
parents, scientists, and many may have access to professional laboratories,
participants do persist through a variety of obstacles. Moreover, some URM
groups, specifically Black students, report that they feel the brunt of these
obstacles more than students from other ethnic groups, as do students from both
rural and urban areas compared to more affluent areas such as suburbs and private
schools. Many of these obstacles could be surmounted through access to resources
and mentoring. Finally, the research presented here, to date, has found few
differences when comparing obstacles faced and perceived rewards among gender
groups.
Challenges to Science Education
We face many challenges in attempts to reform science teaching and
learning in the United States. Despite efforts by the architects of each new reform
strategy to improve on contemporary issues and challenges, factors which
undermine attempts at reform still exist. These factors work independently and inconcert, which further complicates educational research and interventions.
Development of curricula, alignment of curricula to standards,
state/district/administrative level support, resource availability (Anderson et al.,
2018), teacher preparedness (content knowledge, pedagogical content knowledge,
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skill in inquiry-based pedagogy (Council, 2003; Lewis, 2008; Lewis et al., 2011),
meeting the needs of diverse groups of learners and eliminating the achievement
gap between racial, ethnic, SES, and gender groups (Anderson et al., 2018; Lee & Luykx,
2007; National Science Teachers Association, 2016), and alignment of curriculum and all
levels of assessment (Achieve, 2018; Anderson et al., 2018), are some important facets of
the multi-dimensional problem of improving science education.
More recent efforts to reform science education in the United States, such as Next
Generation Science Standards (NGSS) have attempted to leverage the power of
curriculum and well-designed science learning opportunities to include all learners.
While all topics listed above are critical to meeting our national vision for science
education reform, this scope of this section will be limited to the challenges of
eliminating the gap in science achievement and opportunity based on race, ethnicity,
gender, and SES in science.
NGSS calls to “do science”
NGSS is the most recent adjustment to standards-based reform for science
instruction in the United States. The vision of the authors of A Framework for K-12
Science Education is that science and science education are critical to the lives of U.S.
citizens, and there is an urgent need for science standards which stimulate and build
interest in STEM and develop citizens who are scientifically literate (National Research
Council, 2013). To ensure that all students receive a high-quality science education,
students “will develop an in-depth understanding of content and develop key skills –
communication, collaboration, inquiry, problem solving, and flexibility – that will serve
them throughout their educational and professional lives” (NGSS Lead States, 2013, p.
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2). When learners simultaneously engage in three dimensions of science learning:
content (disciplinary core ideas), connections across content (crosscutting
concepts), and doing science (science and engineering practices), the opportunity
for robust learning outcomes by all learners may be maximized. OST science
learning might be especially well-positioned to provide engagement, especially
for diverse groups of learners, in the three dimensions of science learning.
The Science Achievement Gap
Measuring Achievement. Achievement tests have often been used to
demonstrate achievement inequities in educational progress, however, these
inferences must be approached with caution. Achievement tests, as a form of
measurement, have been shown to be biased regarding race and gender,
depending upon content (Duncan & Sandy, 2013), and how representative of a
sample a particular test may be (Clark et al., 2009). Additionally, phenomena such
as stereotype threat might further undermine an individual’s ability to achieve at a
level which may most accurately represent their ability (Lamont et al., 2015). This
is not to say that achievement gaps do not exist, but to acknowledge the biases in
testing and that in some instances achievement tests are the best indicators
available. Still, there remains a need to investigate achievement phenomena using
additional sources of data, such as degrees earned by identity group and
percentages of jobholders in any given field of science.
Research paints a bleak picture of the science achievement gap, especially
as it pertains to the STEM pipeline, the academic pathway that leads to
undergraduate and advanced degrees and subsequent careers in science,
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technology, engineering, and mathematics (Estrada et al., 2016; Munce et al., 2012;
National Science & Technology Council and Commitee on STEM education, 2018).
Achievement is a primary concern as children who exhibit low levels of achievement in
sciences may struggle as adults to understand public policies and may experience lower
levels of prosperity (National Academy of Sciences, National Academy of Engineering,
& Institute of Medicine ([NASNAEIM], 2010, 2011), directly contrasting science
education reform efforts. Science and math content/coursework, reading and math skill
level, student interest, and student opportunities have all been implicated in contributing
to the achievement gap.
Early Science Interest and Achievement. Studies have focused on experiences
of undergraduate STEM students, and the math and science coursework “gatekeepers”
which predict matriculation through the pipeline (Dorsen et al., 2006a; Estrada et al.,
2016; Hinojosa et al., 2016). While the downstream end of the STEM pipeline is
important, equal attention should be paid to achievement and the science learning
experiences of younger learners, especially those in middle and elementary school.
National data estimates that the 50th percentile scores of Black 8th graders are equivalent
to the 10th percentiles scores of 8th graders who are white, and 50th percentile scores of
ELLs are lower than the 10th percentile for non-ELL students (U.S. Department of
Education, Institute of Education Sciences, National Center for Education Statistics,
2015).
In a study examining student interest in science learning opportunities, Tai et al.,
(2006) found that roughly 50% of students interested in careers in STEM as 8th graders
persist through to degrees and careers in STEM. Crawford also noted that many students
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aged 10-14 lose interest in science (2014). Changes in middle school students’
interests within science, across grade levels in school, further complicate
educators’ efforts to teach relevant and interesting concepts to students (Anderhag
et al., 2016). Strengthening early affinity for science might levy against the loss of
science interest that is commonly seen in the middle grades and beyond. To
maintain affinity for science, learning opportunities should continually be updated
to align with student interests.
Science achievement and interest development may have roots even
earlier than the middle grades. Morgan et al. (2016) studied science-knowledge
and overall science achievement gaps of elementary to middle grade students in a
longitudinal study of over 7,000 participants. Their research found achievement
gaps to persist from the 3rd grade through at least 8th grade, and stem from general
knowledge gaps which are already present in kindergarten. Moreover, lower
reading and math achievement is predictive of the persistence of science
achievement gaps. Minority students are more at risk in that they enter
kindergarten with lower levels of knowledge and skills and realize slower science
achievement growth compared to peers (Morgan et al., 2016).
In another study of the 3rd to 8th grade age range, Quinn & Cooc (2015)
looked at race/ethnicity and gender gaps and the impact of individual factors and
school level factors on science test scores. This study used a nationally
representative sample of 21,409 students whose data were collected from
kindergarten through 8th grade on the NCE’s ECLS-K:99 study of U. S. school
children’s academic and social development. Research findings from 3rd-8th-grade
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data included a stable gap between Black and White students’ test scores, a minor
narrowing of the gap between Hispanic and White students, and a closure of the
gap between Asian and White students. However, when accounting for prior reading and
math achievement, SES, and classroom fixed effects, racial/ethnic group effects were not
found to be statistically significant, and SES was not explanatory above and beyond what
was explained by reading and math scores, suggesting an opportunity gap. Based on the
findings of their research, Quinn and Cooc recommend that interventions begin when
students are young, paying attention to development of mathematical and reading skill.
Finally, opportunities to learn (OTL) could further exasperate the achievement
gap, because access to advanced mathematics and science courses can be problematic for
students of lower SES backgrounds, students from urban/inner-city, and rural/small town
areas. The U. S. Department of Education Office of Civil Rights (2018) report found
critical gaps in STEM access for students in schools that were predominantly minority,
and this is noted to take place even within-schools based on SES status (Schmidt et al.,
2015). Compared to suburban students, rural high school students have significantly
fewer chances to take advanced science and math courses (Anderson & Chang, 2011;
Irvin et al., 2017; Saw & Agger, 2021) and OST STEM opportunities (Saw & Agger,
2021).
In summary, despite the comorbid issues which confound how achievement is
measured, insurmountable evidence suggests gaps exist between ethnic/racial, SES,
gender groups, and even rural and small-town students in achievement in science, their
interest in science learning, and access to advanced coursework. Furthermore, reading
and math ability in elementary (and earlier) may have a significant impact upon science
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achievement gaps, and may better be understood as “opportunity gaps” (Milner,
2012). If the difference in science achievement is rooted in the learning
opportunities which learners are, or are not, offered, then an understanding of
student science learning opportunities (and reading and math), becomes critical to
truly understand these gaps in achievement. As previously noted, science learning
takes place formally, inside schools, and informally, in structured or unstructured
settings (OST), therefore opportunity gaps may exist in an of these realms.
Opportunities to learn (OTL) (Schmidt et al., 2015) in school settings have been
the subject of much research (Wilson & Urick, 2021). The focus of my study is on
OST science learning, to gain a greater understanding of the opportunities which
may lead diverse groups of students to conduct scientific research for science fair.
Barriers to URMs in Science Learning
Many racial/ethnic, SES, and gender groups are not well-represented
within the ranks of professional scientists and engineers, even though Black
students are graduating at higher rates and achieving higher national testing scores
(Brothers & Knox, 2013) and greater numbers of URMs and women are earning
PhDs in science than ever before (Bolaños-Guzmán & Zarate, 2016). Women and
URMs, however, still encounter significant challenges in addition to those
previously addressed, such as finding adequate academic preparation, support for
maintaining interest levels and showing achievement levels that would carry them
through the pipeline. Finally, research on the STEM pipeline has focused mostly
on the downstream effects, that is to say matriculation through undergraduate
STEM degrees to STEM careers more so than on the upstream end of the
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pipelines such as secondary, elementary, and even early childhood interest and
persistence. The focus of this section will primarily be on the importance of
precollegiate science learning interest and persistence, including middle and elementary
school for URM students.
High school coursework is a well-documented pathway to persistence and success
in earning STEM degrees and STEM jobs for students who have interest in those areas
(Clewell & Campbell, 2002; Dorsen et al., 2006b; Hinojosa et al., 2016). Evidence shows
that enrollment in advanced science and mathematics courses in high school may indeed
prepare students for STEM success, and failure to have this background can also be a
barrier (AAUW, 1999; Adelman, 1998; Griffith, 2011; Price, 2011). Students are only
able to enroll, and succeed, in advanced science and math courses in high school if their
prior educational opportunities have built their academic skillset and content knowledge
to the level of competence in the component skills underlying advanced science and math
courses.
However, there is contention about the effects of interest on student choices to
enroll in these advanced courses as some research findings have de-emphasized the role
interest plays in differences between STEM persistence through undergraduate programs.
Interest is widely attributed to student persistence towards science and STEM careers
(Legewie & DiPrete, 2014; Sadler et al., 2012; Tai et al., 2006). Crawford (2014) noted
that, in general, students tend to lose interest in science between the ages of 10 and 14.
Findings by Tai et al. (2006) suggest that roughly 50% of students who had an 8th-grade
interest in STEM careers persist down the pipeline, further highlighting the importance of
maintaining interest both prior to, and past the middle grade years. Conversely, no
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differences have been found in interest levels for pursuing STEM careers between
underrepresented and non-underrepresented groups of first year college students (Park et
al., 2019).
Overall achievement gaps between male and female, and Black, White,
and Hispanic students, as previously noted, make it difficult to precisely estimate
the dynamic relationship between STEM persistence, interest, and academic
preparedness. Studies using nationally representative data sets found dramatic
achievement gaps between White and Black, and White and Hispanic students
(U.S. Department of Education, Institute of Education Sciences, National Center
for Education Statistics, 2015). Achievement gaps persisted between 3rd and 8th
grade in reading and math – these patterns are also predictive of science
achievement gaps (Morgan et al., 2016). In fact, the 8th grade gender science
achievement gap may best be explained/predicted by the 5th grade math
achievement gap (Quinn & Cooc, 2015). Additionally, research has found
reduced participation in informal STEM programming for low social capital
families through middle and high school, compared to the elementary years (King
et al., 2021). Taken together, these findings suggest the 3rd to 8th grade age range
to be a critical window, especially for URMs, for high school academic
preparedness and later success in science coursework and early STEM career
pathways.
Potential of Structured OST Science Learning to Eliminate Gaps
To meet the vision of science education reform, students need
opportunities to learn through inquiry methods, a momentous shift that requires
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new skills that teachers would need to pick up through pre-service or in-service
preparation. There are implications for the interplay between inquiry-based
methods and the science achievement gap. Research findings by Marshall & Alston
(2014) suggest a narrowing of the achievement gap and overall increase in performance
for all groups who received instruction from teachers participating in an inquiry-based
professional development program. Other research findings suggest that there may be
increased learning outcomes for all student groups who experience inquiry-based
instruction (Lauko et al., 2006; US Department of Education et al., 2011), and further
underline the need for science teachers who are adept in delivering this type of
instruction.
Out-of-School Time Science Experiences
Positive Outcomes. OST experiences can provide leverage to break out of the
secondhand, confirmatory science practices which remain common in U.S. schools.
Dabney et al. (2012) posit that informal/out-of-school time (OST) science can include
participation in: science clubs/camps; science and/or math competitions; engagement in
personal science hobbies; reading and/or watching fiction and non-fiction science; and
playing computer/video games. The NGSS was designed to capitalize on these OST
learning experiences by connecting student in-school science learning through the
Science and Engineering Practices (SEPs), Crosscutting Concepts (CCCs), and
Disciplinary Core ideas (DCIs) to their learning in informal home and community
contexts, which includes students identifying local problems and designing solutions that
work for their neighborhoods and communities (NGSS Lead States, 2013). Much formal
science learning depends upon these informal/out-of-school time learning experiences for
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science students. OST science learning experiences could be advantaged to realize
improved learning outcomes for students, especially when connections can be made that
are personally relevant to the learner (Vennix et al., 2018).
In a meta-analysis of 35 OST studies, significant but small positive effects
were found for reading and mathematics achievement for student participants of
programs which took place after school and/or during summer recess (Lauer et al.,
2006), i.e., formal OST settings. This meta-analysis showed promise for the utility
of OST student learning opportunities and the potential for improved math and
reading outcomes – both of which have been connected to science achievement,
particularly for primary and secondary students. Over and above these findings,
there is also evidence that coaching educators and using professional development
to increase OST experiences for learners shows promise for improved learner
outcomes for at-risk youth (Farrell et al., 2019). Furthermore, educator OST
science experiences may positively impact student learning outcomes in science,
as will be addressed later in the literature review. Taken together, the research
results presented here suggest positive (albeit small) evidence of the potential for
OST science learning opportunities to improve reading and math achievement,
especially for URM learners such as minorities and females.
Development/maintenance of student interest is important to student
achievement in science classes and realization of STEM careers (Dabney, Tai,
Almarode, Miller-, et al., 2012), especially in the middle school years. Study
results show that eighth graders who reported an interest in science-related careers
were more likely to earn degrees in physical and life sciences, and engineering
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bachelor’s degrees (Tai et al., 2006). Chitum et al. (2017) also found that afterschool
programs were an effective way to maintain middle school students’ motivation and
interest toward science learning. Results from these studies support the idea of a positive
correlation between OST science learning, maintenance of student interest in science
learning, and completion of undergraduate degrees in science and engineering.
Research on informal STEM learning and science research experience shows the
potential for a positive interaction between OST learning and formal science content
learning. Roberts et al. (2018) found that summer STEM experiences extended and
deepened science content learning while also giving context and purpose to formal
learning. Andersson et al. (2021) researched a diverse group of secondary students who
participated in OST science research experiences. Students reported opportunities to
explore their own interests in science, apply science processes and content, and use
content from formal learning experiences in their OST science research.
In summary, OST science learning has great potential to positively impact several
student educational outcomes. There are benefits in the diversity of OST opportunities
available to learners, and many of these have been shown to complement learning that
takes place in the classroom. Finally, there are implications in OST learning experiences
to meet the vision for science education reform that all learners are engage in highquality science learning. Research that uncovers student motivation to engage in these
opportunities, if the opportunities were available to all learners, is necessary to
understand why students engage in and remain involved in scientific research for science
fair.
Out-of-School Time Science Experiences and Educational Inequities
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Research has demonstrated that STEM education opportunities vary
greatly across geographic locations, including STEM extracurricular programs
(Saw & Agger, 2021). Therefore, it is reasonable to infer that OST science
experiences may be able to function, in part, as “gap eliminators/reducers” by
providing opportunities for URM students to engage in meaningful science
learning, such as opportunities to learn about natural and social sciences (National
Academy of Sciences, National Academy of Engineering, and Institute of
Medicine, 2011). For example, when informal STEM programming is
strategically located in and near communities of relative poverty, lower SES
families benefit from increased access to STEM learning opportunities, while
middle-class Black families may still be attracted by the program’s curriculum
(King et al., 2021). When increased opportunities come in the form of OST
science learning experiences, improved science learning outcomes can result –
this may be particularly important for at-risk and URM students. Thus,
developing a better understanding of processes that help motivate youth to
participate in OST science learning opportunities is a key aspect of closing the
achievement gap for groups of learners.
Research by Skelton and colleagues (2016) measured middle school
students’ academic achievement through student participation in inquiry-based
science extension activities, noting an improvement in achievement scores of
minority students. Other OST programs showed an improvement in content
knowledge, improvement in critical thinking and problem-solving skills, and
decrease in behavioral problems in youth participants involved in OST
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programming compared to peers who were not enrolled in the programming (Cutucache
et al., 2016). Additionally, socioeconomically disadvantaged middle-school youth who
met twice a week in an OST program coupled with mentoring realized statistically
significant gains in science content knowledge as based upon short-term assessments
(Cutucache et al., 2017).
Evidence also suggests that OST may be part of the key to closing gender gaps in
science, especially if the OST opportunities involve ongoing participation and are
designed around issues relevant to girls (Bonnette et al., 2019). This study demonstrated
positive effects on science fascination in students who frequently participated in
whichever informal science learning experiences were available to them, supporting the
idea that student science learning is not dependent solely upon classroom learning, or
upon one type of OST science experience (Duschl, Schweingruber, & Shouse, 2007).
Sahin (2013) examined the effect of participation in OST STEM clubs and
science fair on students selecting STEM majors in college. Engaging students in OST
experiences in early secondary school increased student interest in STEM topics.
Moreover, URMs, such as economically disadvantaged African American students and
students, outperformed national averages, not only for high school graduation, but also
for selecting STEM majors when enrolling in college (94% African Americans, 57%
Hispanics, 51% females, and 87% economically disadvantaged). The assumption here,
consistent with other findings, is that learners selecting STEM majors would have been
successful science and math students at the secondary level. Greater success of URM
students equals a narrowing of the achievement gap.
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Taken together, these studies provide evidence of positive effects for
many learners, especially for URM students, females, and those from lower SES
groups, who engage in OST science learning. OST experiences come in many
forms and there may be power in the flexibility and availability of a variety of
options for learners. Finally, early exposure to science appears to be important as
several sets of findings have suggested that early exposure was a key factor in
developing/maintaining later science interest (Dabney et al., 2013; Maltese & Tai,
2011; Tai et al., 2006).
Out-of-School Time Science Experiences and Educators
The research I propose here may also hold important implications for
educators seeking to improve their craft in science education by taking part in
OST science learning – both as students and as teachers. While my study will not
directly seek to investigate educators’ experiences in OST science learning, there
is practical application to consider. For example, I am proposing the importance
of OST science learning on a number of student-learning outcomes, and on
closing the achievement gap. Formal OST science learning must be facilitated, by
definition, and there are implications for having experienced educators conduct
these learning opportunities.
OST type science learning experiences for educators can effectively
couple content learning with learning to use SEPs and inquiry methods (Tapprich
et al., 2015). In an effort to mirror the mentored-science-research experiences of
many undergraduate programs for science professionals, Cutucache and team
(2017) paired undergraduate in-service teachers with science professionals to
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conduct experimentation during summer break in the Teacher Researcher Partnership
Program. Teacher participants showed an increase in confidence in conducting scientific
research, science knowledge, and their perceptions of the processes of science.
Other partnerships involving university researchers and educators in authentic
inquiry learning, interpretive and participant-centered student research (Alexakos, 2015),
and classroom pedagogy have yielded improved classroom-level benefits. An NSF
funded project found increases in student conceptual understanding and teacher
motivation to use inquiry and skill in lesson planning and delivering instruction by using
the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study’s 5E model, a curriculum style designed to
engage, explore, explain, elaborate, and evaluate students (Huziak-Clark, et al., 2010).
The Science Teacher and Researcher (STAR) program offered preservice teachers and
early career teachers science or engineering research experiences in a national laboratory
(Baker & Keller, 2010). Research results showed important, positive pedagogical shifts
toward greater student involvement in discovery and supporting greater teacher desire to
combine teaching and research, factors which were previously discussed as critical to
meeting the national vision of science education.
Projects such as Fossil Finders (designed to partner students and teachers with
paleontologists) are another type of program that gives teachers and students experiences
with inquiry-based learning, and the pairing of classrooms with science professionals
such as the paleontologists in Fossil finders can support content-based inquiry learning
(Crawford, Ross, & Allman, 2014). Teachers of participating classrooms get exposure to
both content and to the practices of professional scientists within their area of expertise.
Examinations of these programs suggest that experiences like these are likely necessary
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for teachers to develop the confidence and competence to lead students in
authentic research (Cutucache et al., 2017).
This research clearly shows the need for more rigorous teacher preparatory
programs, development of content and inquiry, and teacher ability to participate in
OST science opportunities. If we want educators to effectively teach learners to
learn in the way science professionals do, through the use SEPs to i.e., to have
science professional-like expertise, then we need opportunities for teachers to
learn in ways similar to how science professionals teach and learn, as well.
Afterall, formal OST science learning is facilitated by educators, and assuming
the availability of these learning opportunities for diverse groups of learners,
having exposure to educators who are skilled in inquiry methods and content may
maximize OST learning opportunities for students.
In summary, there are significant challenges to science education in the
United States, most notably a gap in the opportunities available to and the
achievement of URM and female learners, among others. Recent reform to inschool science education calls for ALL learners to develop the understanding of
science content, and the skills in scientific investigation, i.e., research, to become
informed and involved citizens. URMs and females face additional barriers to
learning such as academic preparation, achievement, and interest which may drive
learners to succeed in science. Many of these barriers occur in the early years of
adolescence and childhood – from middle school down through early elementary.
OST science experiences have been shown to improve learning outcomes,
i.e., through interactions between formal OST and in-school learning,
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achievement scores, initiating and/or maintaining an interest in science learning, deep
science content learning, and critical thinking and problem-solving skills. These benefits
are most notable for those learners of URM status, lower SES, and females, and research
has shown improvements in math, reading, and science learning. But students must have
opportunities to realize the benefit of these improved learning outcomes, delivered from
educators who have experience in inquiry instruction. Early exposure to learning
opportunities is critical to these improved learning outcomes.
The study I conducted contributes to our understanding of how and why students
get involved in out-of-school time science learning and in examining their motivation for
staying involved in these activities over the long-term. Research in this realm can yield
understandings as to why students get involved, and stay involved, in scientific research
to the point of presenting at science fair. Findings from my study provided insight not
only into how students experience these opportunities, but also as to why science learning
is personally engaging to them. Of specific interest is how URMs and female students
become involved with scientific research and science fair.
Grounded Theory as a Research Methodology
Grounded Theory Methods emerged in the late 1960’s through research that led
to key publications by Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss: Awareness of Dying, Time for
Dying, and The Discovery of Grounded Theory: Strategies for Qualitative Research. The
of grounded theory methods (GTM), which was rooted in the qualitative tradition of the
“Chicago School” and the quantitative influences of the Columbia Department of
Sociology (Babchuk & Boswell, 2022) reinvigorated the use of qualitative research
methods relying upon the coding of qualitative data, constant comparative analysis of
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data, a researcher’s theoretical sensitivity, and theoretical sampling to reach
theoretical saturation. These characteristics largely unite the GTM ‘Family of
Methods’ that have been in recent use (Charmaz, 2014). However, there are
differences among the methodologies along the continuum of GTM.
As Birks & Mills (2015) note, GTM now depends upon the clarification of
the interaction between the researcher and the participant, based upon
epistemological beliefs. To this end, the differences between Glaserian, or
Classic, GTM and Constructivist GTM are primarily found in what the researcher
believes about the nature of knowledge, and the role that research participants
may play in the development/discovery of knowledge, as well as in the process of
coding qualitative data. Bryant (2019) noted that Constructivist GTM has taken
the ‘interpretive turn’ to developing and continuing a discourse between data and
researcher. Further, the position of reality moved from being a static thing,
absolute, something to discover, to ‘reality as experienced by the reviewer’
(Clarke, 2016). Situating interpretations within a specific space and time is critical
to Constructivist GTM. Finally, prior perspective is recognized as influencing
what a researcher sees in the data, and the researcher should consider those
perspectives to be just one view among many, rather than representative of the
absolute truth (Charmaz, 2014). Contextual situations matter here and are not
discounted or “generalized out” of the findings.
Constructivist GTM primarily uses two phases of coding: initial coding,
and focused coding. Charmaz puts forth caution regarding theoretical coding due
to the ambiguity surrounding this analytical phase, and the potential for
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researchers to create an impenetrable analysis (2014). It should be noted,
however, that Charmaz advocated for a pragmatic approach regarding
the utility of theoretical coding “Used wisely, theoretical codes can help you specify
possible relationships between categories you have developed through focused
coding” (2014, p. 150). Initial coding is done word-by-word, line-by-line, and staying
close to the data throughout. Flexible strategies help to guide coding during this
preliminary analysis: looking for tacit assumptions; identifying gaps in the data; breaking
the data up into their component parts or properties; explicating implicit actions and
meanings; defining the actions on which they rest (Charmaz, 2014). In addition to the use
of gerunds, in vivo coding is useful to preserve the research participants’ meaning.
Focused coding identifies initial codes which appear frequently and during
comparative analysis are determined to have analytical power in the data, and therefore
focused codes become more conceptual (Charmaz, 2014). Focused codes are the
results of emergent processes, and focused coding results in the re-organization of the
data while theoretical importance of codes emerges through the code itself (Charmaz,
2014). For many of those engaging in Constructivist GTM, the analysis which results
from initial and focused coding will be sufficient.
Rather than using research methods to verity grand theories, Classic GT aims to
produce a substantive theory through analytical techniques. Constructivist GTM redefines
the role of grounded theory analysis to that of theorizing (Charmaz, 2007). These
distinctions are based in the theoretical assumptions of positivists and interpretivists
and are at the center of the discourse between the various methodologies of grounded
theory. For positivists, theories have predictive power, and describe/explain relationships
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between abstractions of empirical observations objectively, thereby attempting to
remove the researchers’ presuppositions (Charmaz, 2014). Charmaz argues that
this practice, at least in the social sciences, results in “narrow explanations with
simplistic models of action…that leave out emotions and cultural contexts” (2014,
p. 229). An interpretive view of theory as an understanding that is gained through
the researcher’s interpretation of the phenomenon being studied aligns
with pragmatic views that there are multiple realities (Charmaz,
2014). In theorizing, the researcher acknowledges the process more than the
product.
Constant comparative analysis is one of the foundational pieces of
grounded theory, in addition to theoretical sampling, and is therefore generally
conserved across the grounded theory methodologies. Indeed, constant
comparison was introduced by Glaser and Strauss as an iterative process between
data collection and data analysis (Bryant 2017). Glaser notes that by constantly
comparing codes to conceptual memos, a researcher may avoid being
overwhelmed by the data (2003) by realizing when a category reaches saturation
and can cease data collection. Charmaz agrees that “Whatever unit of data you
begin coding in grounded theory, you use constant comparative methods to
establish analytic distinctions – and thus, make comparisons at each level of
analytic work” (2014, p. 132).
Constructivist GT is noted as being flexible and less prescriptive than
other GTM, but like most GTM, applies constant comparative methods in similar
ways, as the researcher compares data to data; compares across statements and
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actions of interviews to actions and statements of other interviews; compares earlier to
later data in an interview; and compares observations temporally and
geographically (Charmaz, 2014). An example of constant comparative methods used in
a constructivist grounded theory study allowed the researcher to compare initial codes
from emergency room personnel when confronted with family members requesting to be
in while staff performs emergency medical procedures. Different participant accounts
were compared to yielded initial codes of “staying out of the way”, “stepping back”, and
“watching from a distance – forensic implications” to a single focused code of “watching
from a safe distance” (Giles et al., 2016).
In summary of the methodology, grounded theory requires repeated
sampling until concepts and theory are saturated. This makes the methodology arguably
more closely related to quantitative methods that are deemed more scientifically
rigorous, while utilizing specific methods of coding data (Lichtman, 2013). Charmaz
(2014) notes that grounded theorists advantage the sometimes strict, and explicit set of
guidelines that assist the researcher in proceeding through the development of
theory. Grounded theorists also benefit by the ability of grounded theory methodology to
be modified, making it receptive and responsive to new data (Clarke, 2005). These
characteristics will be most beneficial in conducting a robust study with the added benefit
of the flexibility that maybe required in creating meaning through data collection of
research participants. Grounded theory will help to uncover how participants respond to
the conditions and changes in the conditions (Corbin & Strauss, 1990) that
accompany being involved in science fair, and how these conditions influence further
involvement.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
Design Rationale
Qualitative research is a broad term that covers many techniques of
interpretation which seek to translate, describe, discover, and interact with the
meaning of natural phenomenon in the social world. Qualitative
research methodologies are used across numerous fields of
study, including anthropology, sociology, education, psychology, health, social
work, and administration. These areas continue to need the type of investigation
that yields deep understanding of social processes and phenomenon. Merriam
and Tisdell (2016) explain that research is the systematic investigation of a topic
of interest, and qualitative research is distinct because the researcher
constructs reality through interacting in a social ecosystem. This study sought to
construct an understanding of the process of student scientific researchers’
involvement with science fair. Comparatively, a quantitative study may not be
able to provide an in-depth analysis of student decisions to engage in science
fair. The goal of this research was not to test an extant theory, as is common in
quantitative research, but to build a theory that will contribute to our academic
understanding of these social processes.
Glaser and Strauss (1967) pioneered the qualitative research approach
labelled grounded theory (GT) to investigate phenomenon in which there is no
existing theory – this contrasts with most other styles of qualitative study
(Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). The focus of this study was to build a theory of
substance, that is rooted in the everyday world and that can be used in practical
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application. Creswell & Guetterman (2019) describe grounded theory as a move from just
a description to the generation or discovery of a theory that is grounded in data from
direct participants of the experience.
Grounded theory is well suited for this study for other reasons, including its
ability to investigate patterns and relationships among the 6 c’s of social processes: cause,
context, contingencies, consequences, covariance, and conditions (Glaser, 1978; Strauss
& Corbin, 1998). My research studied the contexts in which students chose to compete in
science fair, the causes of that choice, the consequences of their decision and actions, and
the conditions under which these processes occur.
Researcher Positioning
Constructivist grounded theory, like other qualitative methodologies, emphasizes
the positioning of the researcher. During data analysis and subsequent interviews, it was
important for me to maintain the position that participants hold the answers to the
research problem (Creswell & Poth, 2018) and to be cautious about tabling meaning that
was brought to the interviews and data analysis. At the same time, I needed to be
cognizant of the tenets of constructivist approach, namely that meaning will be made
through my interpretation of the interview data (Charmaz, 2014).
As a white male, I have worked to identify my own potential biases to minimize
their interaction with data from the participants of this study. These include things such
as who I have seen participate in science fair, and judgements I have made related to
identify markers and perceived success of “typical” science fair students. My own
various experiences with science fair range from participation as a student in high school,
to being a judge for school-level, local, regional, and state science fairs. I have co-
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sponsored after-school-science-research clubs, directed school-level science fairs,
and co-developed and ran an intensive student science research development
program for approximately twenty high school students. Finally, I have been a
committee member for and am now on the board of directors of a regional science
fair.
Science fair and student scientific research have been ever-present in my
career as an educator, and my personal belief is that scientific research for science
fair can have wide-ranging benefits to those who have the opportunity and interest
to participate. I have, however, questioned what these benefits are at the
individual level, from the perspective of those who have been there. I also
understand the commitment and workload inherent in these experiences, so I have
questioned what draws students back to engage in these types of activities,
especially when done not-for-credit, outside of the school building.
Rationale for Pre-Existing Data Set
This study was initially conceptualized as a pilot study for an introductory
qualitative methods course project. I collected data on three science fair
participants. These data were transcribed, coded, and analyzed using grounded
theory for the UNL-IRB-approved pilot study which provided insights into
processes of involvement in science fair (Andersson, 2018), see Figure 2. This
data pool was subsequently expanded to meet the requirements for developing a
theory of student motivation to compete and stay involved in science fairs to
include 10 participant interviews. However, further data analysis was not
conducted due to several factors, one of which being the onset of the COVID-19
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pandemic that essentially halted access to study participants. Furthermore, I determined a
need to increase my skill in GT analytical techniques prior to fully immersing myself in
this project.
It is important to note that my sampling was guided by the demographic
characteristics of the participants I had recruited, but there was no interaction between
data which was previously analyzed and data that I analyzed for this dissertation. In other
words, as I progressed through this dissertation study, previously coded data from the
initial interviews were dropped, and all interviews were coded and analyzed together to
create more coherent analyses that reflected my current level of skill in data analysis.
Figure 2
Processes of Science Fair Involvement
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Reprinted from Andersson, 2018
My current study further differs from my previous work in that my research
questions have been refined based upon my understanding of the literature related
to this field. Additionally, I have included literature in my list of data sources that
reflect grounded theory methods that utilize this form of data.
Research Questions
Central Question
What processes motivate high school students to stay involved in OST
science research for science fair?
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Table 1
Research Questions
Research Question

Data Sources

Analytic Method

What specific challenges do
students encounter while
completing their research and
preparation for entrance into a
science fair? How do participants
meet these challenges?

Participant Interviews
+ literature

Constructivist GT

What social processes including
peer and family support encourage
continued student involvement?

Participant Interviews
+ literature

Constructivist GT

What are the main implications
(outcomes) from these
experiences?

Participant Interviews
+ literature

Constructivist GT

Ethical Considerations
My role as a researcher requires ethical adherence to current research methods
standards, and ethical interactions with research participants and non-research
participants. To this end, as required by the University of Nebraska, I completed my CITI
Program Human Research certification prior to data collection. Approval for this
grounded theory study was also obtained from Metro Science and Engineering Fair, and
the University of Nebraska-Lincoln IRB prior to the onset of any research activities. All
participants were provided with an informed consent form, requiring the signatures of
parents or guardians (see Appendix B – redacted until updates are received). The Central
Regional Science Fair has recently approved recruitment, and UNL IRB will amended to
allow for additional data collection to take place.
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Although there was no foreseeable risk to study participants, the potential for
ethical issues to arise was carefully monitored (Creswell & Poth, 2018) during all stages
of this grounded theory study, including at the onset of the study, while doing data
collection and while analyzing data, during the data report, and when publishing the
findings of the study. Participation by the students was completely voluntary, and a
commitment to transparency regarding research purpose and procedures was maintained
throughout the study. Names of schools, educators, and other individuals were changed to
effort to protect individual privacy.
Participants may have benefitted from being a part of this study in two ways: first,
the opportunity to “tell their story” of science fair participation which includes
involvement in the process of member-checking (which will strengthen validity and that
the results of this study (their results) will help to improve opportunities for other learners
and educators; second, at the conclusion of the study, study participants will be provided
with the final study report and may read about processes and perceived benefits of
deciding to enter into science fair competitions.
Data Collection and Analysis
Semi-Structured Interviews
Data were collected through semi-structured, intensive interviews of participants
through the iterative process of conducting constructivist GT (Charmaz, 2014). The semistructured interviews were guided by an interview protocol (see Appendix A), and took
place either in-person, or through Zoom. To ensure the safety of participants, in-person
interviews were conducted in an area of participant selection, such as local public
libraries. For interviews conducted through Zoom, meeting links were emailed to
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participants, and their parents if under the age of 19, and secured meeting rooms were
used. Interviews lasted between 20-30 minutes, initially, and for follow-up questions
related to theoretical sampling I emailed questions to the participant to answer. Interview
audio for in-person interviews, and audio/video for Zoom interviews was recorded and
then transcribed using secure transcription services such as Temi.com. In accordance
with safety and IRB, transcripts were deidentified. I read and listened to the interviews to
ensure accurate transcription of the audio and then memoed about them. These steps
supported my goal of staying close to the data (Charmaz, 2014).
Participants
Criterion and convenience sampling were used for the first round (pilot study) of
data collection. This involved participants who were sampled from a pool of recent (past
three years from 2018-2019) participants in a local regional science fair in a major
metropolitan area. Criteria included voluntary participation in science fair on at least one
occasion, with participation in two or more science fairs. There were no initial selection
criteria for differences of gender, socioeconomic status, ethnic backgrounds, or other
demographics, however, the initial sample consisted of an ethnically diverse group of
participants, consisting primarily of females. Convenience sampling took place via the
access I had to participants through science fair committee members, science fair
sponsors, and word-of-mouth about this research. All recruiting followed IRB-approved
protocol.
During the second round of data collection, I expanded the participant pool based
on theoretical sampling to be more representative of the state, not just a metropolitan
area. For example, there can be disparities in educational opportunities available to
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learners based on geographic location. Participants from urban settings came from middle
and high schools that are classified as having high levels of free and reduced lunch
students, and large minority and English-language learner populations. However, to
demonstrate the nuances in this type of data, several of these urban schools also served as
science magnets or science centers for the local school district. Additionally, I anticipated
that many more participants were needed to reach theoretical saturation, as grounded
theory may require 20-30 participants (Creswell & Guetterman, 2019). At that point I
gained access to a pool of regional science fair participants who hail from small towns
and rural areas, and IRB was amended accordingly. Selection criterion of having to have
participated voluntarily at least once in science fair remained, which is crucial to
developing an understanding of the processes of students voluntarily engaging in
scientific research for science fair.
Figure 3
Sampling Methods for Initial and Subsequent Recruitment
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Demographics. A total of 23 participants were interviewed for this research and
included 19 females, three males, and one transgender female. The sample was
predominantly White (15), with Asian Indian (4), Latina (2), and Black (2) participants.
Demographic information related to the larger population of science fair participants was
unavailable, as there is currently no measure of the number of students who have
participated in multiple fairs, at least one of those being voluntary participation. At the
time of their interview, all participants had engaged in scientific research for science fair
within two years, but the majority (21) were interviewed during a science-fair year.
Interviewees hailed from eight public school districts representing 12 schools across a
Great Plains state.
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Traditional socioeconomic status data was not collected for this research.
However, I did examine the level of science capital 2 (that is, STEM-oriented resources
available to the participants within their family social context) that participants reported
within their respective families. Eight participants were from non-science backgrounds
and 13 came from a science background. This measure is an estimate based on reports of
parents or siblings who work in the sciences or medical fields, or significant exposure to
science-oriented activities (e.g., snorkeling and diving ocean reefs) that influenced
participants interests. I was unable to get an estimate of the science capital for two of my
research participants. This description did not necessarily speak to the amount of direct
family assistance (e.g., hands-on help or other direct assistance with the actual science
project and materials, etc.) each student received in their research endeavors, but
functioned as a description of a key aspect of the broader socializing context present in
the family ecosystem. Participants’ interview responses regarding these resources are
discussed in further detail in the sections below.
Sampling in Grounded Theory: Relationships between Initial and Theoretical Sampling
Qualitative inquiry, like quantitative inquiry, requires sampling that will
appropriately represent the phenomenon of interest through interviewing, observation,
and examining documents, etc. (Morse & Clark, 2019). The pacing and flexibility of

2
My operationalization of science capital here departs from that used by other researchers, namely
Archer and colleagues who identify “participation of science-related activities, ‘what you do’, is a key
element of science capital” (2015, p. 368). The reason for this departure from an established definition is
twofold. I did not fully measure “what students did” and also all students interviewed “did” science
multiple times, so by definition would have reasonably high science capital.
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sampling is one of the critical aspects of qualitative research, as sampling can be thought
of as a longitudinal process, taking place across the life of data collection and analysis in
a study. Morse and Clark (2019) note that sampling is a key to rigorous research, and I
further emphasize this based on Guetterman’s (2015) conclusions that rationale for
sampling decisions should be included in research reports. Rationale provides
transparency to the process, and this allows the research community to understand this
critical aspect of qualitative inquiry more fully. This is especially important in grounded
theory studies that rely upon theoretical sampling to allow theory to fully emerge from
the data. Furthermore, the simultaneous nature of sampling, data collection, and data
analysis is closely aligned with constant comparison – one of the hallmarks of grounded
theory. Morse and Clark further note that “…as the analysis matures, the selection of
participants becomes more purposeful, and theoretically driven” (2019, p. 4). I contend
that selection of participants (sampling) is almost always purposeful in qualitative
research, as was the case for this study. Rather than sampling becoming more purposeful,
however, the purpose of the sampling strategy changes. As research progresses and the
researcher/s develop an understanding of the phenomenon, sampling then becomes more
driven by the emerging theory, i.e., theoretical sampling.
Theoretical Sampling. Grounded theorists are interested in discovering meaning
within a process. As grounded theory involves an emergent design, sampling strategies
must be flexible to allow for concepts and theories to emerge. Theoretical sampling
dictates the direction of iterative data collection (Charmaz, 2014) to discover this
meaning, contributing to the development of a middle-ground theory (Morse & Clark,
2019). Furthermore, development of middle-range theory relies upon making effective
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sampling decisions (Frey, 2022), and grounded theory studies do well to position a
researcher towards data-based sampling decisions as researchers. Theoretical sampling
goes beyond the initial sampling selection methods to subsequent data collection based
on the need to expand the data pool and to theorize based on current data analysis (Birks
& Mills, 2015; Charmaz & Bryant, 2010; Hadley, 2017; Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Corbin
& Strauss, 1990). It’s important to note that theoretical sampling might entail generation
of new participant data, but also renewed glimpses into data from current participants,
data from primary research reports, and/or data from other academic literature (Draucker
et al., 2007). In other words, theoretical sampling is not just about seeking new interview
participants, revisiting extant data, and new data sources in general.
As with nearly all methodological aspects of grounded theory, theoretical
sampling varies according to different grounded theorists. For example, Birks and Mills
define theoretical sampling as “the process of identifying and pursuing clues that arise
during analysis in a grounded theory study” (p. 68, 2015), while Charmaz more precisely
defines it as pertaining “only to conceptual and theoretical development of your analysis”
and it is used to “obtain data to help you explicate your categories” (2014, p. 198). The
latter definition aligns more closely with Glaser and Strauss’ explanation of the concept
as “the process of data collection for generating theory whereby the analyst jointly
collects, codes, and analyzes his data and decides what data to collect next and where to
find them, in order to develop his theory as it emerges (1967, p. 45). Other theorists, such
as Draucker and colleagues, present a similar perspective and simply state “…theoretical
sampling is guided by emerging theory” (2007, p. 1137). For the purposes of this
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research, I consider theoretical sampling to have taken place after initial data collection,
sampling that was guided by the development of theory.
In engaged in theoretical sampling several times during the constant-comparative
analysis of this study, see Figure 4. For example, previous research findings note that
although “science and engineering entrants come from rural communities as well as
urban areas...rural students usually become interested in science projects as a way to help
solve real-life problems...” (Decker, 1984; as cited in Bellipanni, 1994, p. 3). Data taken
directly from my research suggested “solving real-life problems” as an important facet of
student decisions to engage in scientific research for science fair. As the sample of
participants for the pilot study all came from a large metropolitan area, it was necessary
to use purposive criterion sampling to include students from more rural locales. An
additional eight participants were selected from rural areas representing three schools in
three different school districts, largely yielding data that did not differ from the sample of
urban and suburban students. In addition, data analysis and prior research findings
suggested a resource availability issue for rural and urban students. I resampled from
interviews in my own data and also adjusted interview prompts for upcoming interviews
to gather data related to experiencing and overcoming resource deficits.
Another way I engaged in theoretical sampling came about as emergent data
suggested one of the primary drivers for students doing scientific research was exposure
to science leading to interest in science, typically from a parent. Many initial participants
were related to science teachers and science professionals. Part of my recruitment, then,
was to find students who came from backgrounds in which they did not seem as exposed
to science through a close family member, such as having a parent who worked in the
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field, i.e., science capital. This led me to alter interview prompts to include more
contextual features of student experiences, for example to ask about influences during
their process of scientific inquiry, and I again re-sampled from the data I currently had
while also interviewing more new participants.
Finally, data analysis suggested that a key aspect of theory on student motivation
to do science research for science fair included student engagement in the actual research.
For example, students reported on the enjoyment of conducting research, and on the
challenge the process of research posed for them. This finding was contradictory to my
nascent assumption that students were motivated to do scientific research due to heavy
interest in, or a burning desire to deeply learn about, a specific topic. I made sure to
include a question prompt related to this finding in all interviews that followed.
Implications of these sampling decision can be found in the discussion section.
Figure 4
Theoretical Sampling in This Study

Theoretical Saturation
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Morse and Clark (2020) provide several criteria for concluding sampling. If
saturation is not reached, as is often the case due to limits of time, funding, and other
resources, it is important to understand the gaps which will likely be present in the
resulting theory and to discuss these gaps in the paper. While work by Guest et al. (2015)
noted saturation of codes after just 12 interviews in their GT study of sex workers in
West Africa, suggesting that saturation may be reached with minimal research
participants, it is important to note that grounded theorists seek saturation of categories,
not of data or codes (Charmaz, 2014). What’s more, theoretical transference – the ability
of the researcher to illustrate application of the theory beyond the initial contexts of the
study (Morse & Clark, 2020) relies upon a full conceptualization of saturated analysis. I
considered theoretical transference carefully when deciding when to cease data collection
and analysis.
Thus, the difference between grounded theory theoretical saturation and saturation
in other qualitative methodologies is that focus is the saturation of categories and higherorder analytical themes, rather than simple saturation of data (i.e., getting the
same/similar data in subsequent interviews). The key difference is that saturation is
determined at a different analytical stage. It was difficult to precisely note when my
categories became saturated, as the categories filled out at different rates. Some
categories such as “realizing success at science fair” developed relatively quickly, within
the first 10-12 interviews, while categories like “CHOOSING to do science fair” did not
reach saturation until nearly all interviews were completed (~23 interviews).
Data Analysis
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Role of the Literature. Withholding an in-depth literature review until the near
conclusion of a study was traditionally a key component of grounded theory. However,
Morse and Clark (2019) suggest a pitfall for many grounded theorists is neglecting to
sample the literature in an effort to ensure the uniqueness of a study (Morse & Clark,
2019). Consulting the literature serves to discover allied theories/concepts are similar yet
different from another researcher’s (your own) work. Failure to do so can result in
‘theoretical congestion’ (Morse, 2000) – the existence of many similar theories, often of
weak generalizability because they have not been synthesized with each other. The
timing of when literature review is to be carried out to support grounded theory studies
has been under debate as grounded theory methodologies have evolved. Glaser (1992)
argued for an approach that withheld a review of the literature prior to the onset of
research, as well as during data analysis. This method proposed to avoid contaminating
the researcher’s analytical processes. Conversely, Strauss and Corbin (1998) advocated
for the benefits of consulting scholarly literature throughout the process of grounded
theory research, most notably in aiding theoretical construction and honing a researcher’s
theoretical sensitivity. More recently, Hadley (2021) has recommended an approach
where the researcher will conduct level 1 (initial) coding followed by level 2 coding
(focused) on just a few data sources prior to consulting the literature. Following the
literature review, the researcher then codes the remaining data, aligning with Thornberg
and Charmaz’s constructivist approach of “knowing and using the literature” (2014). This
method supports abduction in that relevant literature may be used as possible lenses to
view the analysis. For this study, I delayed an in-depth literature review until after initial
coding was completed for the first three interviews (Hadley, 2021).
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Figure 5
Grounded Theory Methodological Process

Reprinted from Tweed & Charmaz, 2011
Coding. Two types of coding schemes were used as the primary schemes during
the open coding phase: In Vivo coding, and process coding. In Vivo codes, using the
participants own words and socially relevant phrases, naturally fit the data set (Charmaz,
2014). This type of coding can be very useful to early career practitioners because it takes
out some of the guesswork, or construction, that may accompany other coding schemes
(Saldaña, 2021), and In Vivo codes also allow the data analysis to take place in the
participants’ contextual space. Process codes, identified by Charmaz (2014) as
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particularly useful for constructing grounded theory, use gerunds – verbs+ing. This
method of coding helps the researcher to avoid putting labels on the individual and
instead allows for a description of the individual’s process and actions (Saldaña, 2021). I
used both In Vivo and process coding throughout both initial and focused coding, and
several of these further became conceptually relevant to my research questions. An
example of an In Vivo code that was elevated in conceptual status is “Personally
Meaningful”, referring to the importance of the work science fair students did. An
example of a process code is “Realizing Success at Science Fair”. This code was also
elevated to the level of category as the data suggest some aspect of success as critical to
students’ processes of choosing to do science fair.
As previously noted, following the tenets of grounded theory, I withheld doing a
literature review of my specific topic until themes began to emerge from my own data –
an interrupted literature review (Charmaz, 2014). I did have an understanding of the field
before I began this research – I needed this conceptual framework so that I could
understand where gaps exist in the literature. However, the deep research review for
specific research findings on students’ motivation to engage in science fair took place
between the phases of initial and focused coding. Additionally, the literature review
served to enhance my theoretical sensitivity (Birks & Mills, 2015) and allowed me to
correctly place those findings that did align with existing research. I was able to gain a
greater understanding of these established concepts both in extant literature and to more
fully understand how they were coming through in my own data. For example, findings
from initial coding suggested that students developed a membership in the scientific
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community through science fair participation. This led me to literature on Science
Identity, and proposed mechanisms for student development of science identity.
The next step I carried out was focused coding, see examples in Figure 6.
According to Charmaz (2014) “focused coding means using the most significant and/or
earlier codes to sift through large amounts of data. Focused coding requires decisions
about which initial codes make the most analytic sense to categorize your data incisively
and completely” (p. 57). This method, which may conflict with Glasserian GT and
Strauss and Corbin’s method of choosing just one core category (Glaser, 1978; 1998;
2005), allows the researcher flexibility in their analytical approach by being open to the
potential theoretical significance of several codes. Hadley recommends focused codes to
come from groups of similar open codes, all from the sample of two or three data sources
such as interviews, before moving on to further coding. Additionally, focused codes
should highlight procedural social interactions (Hadley, 2021). Using comparative
methods with memo data and code data, I was able to explore the entirety of the data
(Strauss & Corbin, 1998).
The remainder of the data set was then coded using the 13 focused codes
developed in the previous step. At this point of the analysis, core categories often emerge
from the focused codes, as was the case with my research. Constant comparison is critical
to the focused coding process. Comparison of codes to categories and categories to
categories within and across participants further develops, delimits, and refines categories
(Thornberg & Charmaz, 2012). During data analysis I wrote memos about each code and
began to see relationships between codes, which I further explored by going back to my
data and using tools such as theoretical sampling of already-collected data, of literature,
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previously interviewed participants, and new participants to identify the boundaries of the
categories, such as discovering what the venue (in-person or online) of the science fair
represented to student researchers, and if and how that meaning changed over time.
Some grounded theorists advocate for using theoretical codes to “weave the
fractured story back together” (Glaser, 1978, p. 72). While Charmaz notes that theoretical
codes might be helpful to identify relationships between categories, this process, as
prescribed by Glaser (1978), involves the import of pre-existing ideas that largely hail
from extant theories (Thornberg & Charmaz, 2014). Because of this, Glaser (1978; 1998;
2005) cautions the researcher that theoretical codes must earn their way into the analysis,
as the use of theoretical codes could result in the forcing of concepts on the data which
did not come from the data, or an a priori framework to which the data must be molded
(Birks & Mills, 2015). Instead of theoretical codes, I primarily used process codes that
had been elevated through careful analysis to higher conceptual importance. I used
abduction of the process codes that were developing into a theoretical model to ground
the data of this study by testing them against the data. Grounded theory, by nature, is an
abductive method, and these methods are closely linked to theoretical sampling, which
will be later discussed in more detail.
Figure 6
Focused Codes
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Memo-writing. Constant comparative methods such as memo-writing (Glaser &
Strauss, 1967) are integral to the construction of grounded theory (Charmaz, 2014), and
have been identified as “the cornerstone of quality” (Birks & Mills, 2015, p. 39). Memos
should be written throughout the research process, as a researcher explores and
scrutinizes their data and codes (Thornberg & Charmaz, 2014). Memos develop in
conceptual complexity as data collection and analysis progress. For example, memos
during open coding might be more concise and exploratory, than focused-coding memos
(Thornberg & Charmaz, 2014), as memos during focused codes can be used to elevate
codes to conceptual categories by defining the category and exploring its properties.
Memos should be treated as explorative and experimental, and the researcher should be
open to revision and modification of memos (Charmaz, 2006).
I engaged in memo-writing after each interview concluded, during initial and
focused coding, while reviewing relevant literature, and throughout conceptualization of
theory. In addition, I memoed about my research processes, which contributed heavily to
this section of the dissertation. Memos were longitudinally compared against one another,
another example of the constant comparison method. At times during data analysis,
memos were also used to realign my analysis with important aspects that appeared earlier
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in the analysis. Early memos illuminated congruence between ideas that were separately
emerging through open codes, as well as focused codes. I utilized a more structured
memo-writing scheme throughout focused coding, thus raising the analytical level of my
memos. This involved writing memos for meaning, action, challenges, and results
(MACR) (Hadley, 2017) to fully develop code categories. As noted earlier, I used
existing literature to refine my understanding of my focused code categories and memoed
about the interactions between my data and the literature (Hadley, 2021).
Qualitative Validity. Internal validity (credibility), reliability (consistency), and
external validity (transferability) are necessary aspects of the qualitative validation
process, which is a strength of qualitative research (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Lincoln &
Guba, 1985; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016) as researchers typically remain close to the data
and data sources through collection and analysis. To achieve credibility, researchers
should triangulate data, conduct member checks, engage in researcher positioning,
examine negative cases, and seek peer review (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016).
Member checking is the process where a researcher seeks feedback on research
findings from participants and uses this information to describe and examine validity
(Birks & Mills, 2015). Furthermore, the process of member-checking may contribute to
theoretical sampling if new data comes through that enhances development of theory
(Charmaz, 2014). Important works have examined member-checking decisions regarding
“sooner rather than later” or “later rather than sooner” methods for timing of member
checks (Boswell & Perez, 2021). I engaged in member-checking after my focused codes
were elevated to theoretical categories rather than doing this immediately after each
participant’s interview or at the completion of the study. I chose this timing to avoid
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over-burdening participants with the tedious task of combing through their transcripts
since my study participants are busy students and it was difficult finding free time in the
schedules of many of them. I wanted to avoid member-checking at the end as grounded
theory seeks to develop a highly conceptual theory of processes, in this instance the
process of students choosing to do science fair, so member checking at this level may not
be appropriate (Birks & Mills, 2015). However, the building of this highly conceptual
theory of processes does rely upon my accurate understanding and precise
conceptualization of students’ processes, especially considering the constructivist nature
of this research. Thus, the focused coding stage was an appropriate level at which to get
feedback from my participants and aligns with notions of seeking validity on the
interpretations I make as a researcher, as presented by other scholars (Boswell &
Babchuk, 2022).
I provided participants with the primary theoretical categories developed from the
data, in a ‘concept verification questionnaire’ (Hadley, 2021). The questionnaire was
organized with each focused code on a spreadsheet, followed by a brief synopsis of the
code and then 3-4 quotes that represented the meaning of the code. I placed snapshots of
these codes on a Google Forms and created a question for each image/focused code,
asking participants to please decide if the theme represents their experience, and to please
write any comments that will help my understanding, see Appendix D. I also included
questions that were still unresolved for the themes. In this way, the member-checking
also served as a method of theoretical sampling. This was delivered as a Google forms
survey, see Appendix E. Even though the content of this study is not of a sensitive nature,
the form was set as anonymous to encourage participants to speak freely. While only
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eight of my 23 participants opted to complete the member-checking form3, the feedback
was rich, and at times participants elaborated on the themes. Participants were asked to
“please read through the explanations of these theoretical categories and let the research
team know if you feel like they encapsulate your experience with choosing to compete in
science fair. If not, we would be interested in finding where I am off, or what further
explanations there could be”.
As a final word, I propose the process of member-checking, as conducted later in
the analytical phase, to be considered more than just a validity strategy or a tool to
increase trustworthiness (Birt et al., 2016), and even more than a form of theoretical
sampling (Charmaz, 2014). For me, preparing the member-checking content and tools
was a thoroughly analytical process as it forced me into reviewing each focused code,
code by code, further relying upon constant comparison to delineate what the focused
code meant and what was still unknown in order to prepare the content to be memberchecked. What’s more, I was able to synthesize parts of focused codes and categories,
uncovering overlaps and gaps between codes and categories. This process further
promoted the inception of higher-level coding during the “official” focused coding phase,
as noted to happed in GT studies (Birks & Mills, 2015).
Negative cases (Brewer, 2000) are data that goes against the trend of the majority
of other data. Charmaz (2014) notes that negative cases, although important, need to be

3

This seems like a low number, however, I was unable to locate any research that substantiates or
refutes this claim
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considered in light of the information they provide about a category, rather than as
contradictory cases to be looked at as beyond the bounds of the typical data. In other
words, how do the negative cases push the boundaries of data analysis. Negative cases
came up during my analysis and warranted further investigation of relationships between
codes and categories. For example, a negative case might be an indication of having
categories that are not fully resolved (Charmaz, 2014). For this research, I include
negative cases where they most successfully explain the processes my participants
experienced, which serves to exemplify and support positive cases. These are sometimes
true negative cases, being contrary to findings from the majority of participants, however
I also include examples from extreme cases, which show the boundaries of a category
without being contrary to the theme. Several negative cases were uncovered and are
discussed at length. These include but are not limited to:
•

Sereta doing propeller physics experiment and sought professional
assistance on her own, outside the support of teacher-mentor.

•

Belinda who did not “get to be the expert” on one iteration of her science
research despite receiving numerous awards and accolades for the
research.

Since many qualitative studies may not be replicated due to epistemological views
of the researchers, (constructivism, for example), and because each study is unique,
reliability is not often treated the same in qualitative work as it would be in quantitative
research (Babchuk et al., 2017). Qualitative researchers strive towards greater
consistency between their analysis and reporting of findings and research participants’
actual experiences. Triangulation, reflexivity/positioning, and an audit trail (Merriam &
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Tisdell, 2016) are methods which may help to strengthen the consistency between
research explanations and participants view of the phenomenon. At the onset of research
and throughout the research process, I engaged in reflexivity and also acknowledged the
constructivist nature of my relationship to study participants. Additionally, I approached
triangulation by using relevant literature as data to support my findings. Finally, the
current Methods chapter also serves the function of presenting a comprehensive audit
trail for the research I conducted.
Transferability, like reliability, is elusive in qualitative methodologies due to the
small samples of participants compared to those drawn for quantitative studies (Babchuk
et al., 2017). Transferability is the ability to generalize the findings from a research study
and achieving transferability could be affected by using thick and rich descriptions when
reporting data and using various sampling strategies such as maximum variation (Glaser
& Strauss, 1967). However, researchers should be cautious about overgeneralizing
findings and should also be transparent about demographics and social characteristics of
the entire sample that provided data for a reported study. Findings from my research may
apply to students who choose to engage in scientific research for science fair, but there is
likely more to add to this theory regarding experiences of students who fall outside of the
range of demographics from which I was able to sample (discussed below).
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Chapter 4: Findings
This grounded theory study sought to answer a broad conceptual research
question and three sub questions:
How do participants view the processes of conducting scientific research for
science fair?
RQ1. What specific challenges do students encounter while completing their
research and preparation for entrance into a science fair? How do students overcome
these challenges?
RQ2. What social processes, including peer and family support, encourage
continued student involvement
RQ3. What are the main implications (outcomes) from these experiences?
Contextualized Findings
Grounded theory needs contextualization that grounds the data, otherwise the
researcher risks a lack of theoretical complexity (Charmaz, 2014). Understanding and
reporting context supports a constructivist approach by accounting for participant views
of conditions surrounding their experiences. This allows the researcher to avoid overgeneralization of early findings to data across the entire study thereby providing nuances,
i.e., complexity, to the process of theorizing. Constructivist GT, therefore, does not aim
to produce generalizations that are divorced from place and time (Charmaz, 2014), but
instead leads to theory sensitive to the nuances of individuals’ experiences. In this study,
I specifically investigated students’ social contexts in terms of the support they received
throughout their process of conducting scientific research for science fair and the
conditions under which their participation in science research for science fair took place.
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While these contextualized findings are more fully incorporated into theory later in this
chapter, they are presented here in descriptive format to not only demonstrate how
findings are grounded in the data but also to set the stage for how and where findings
might, or might not, be applied.
There are parallels between the findings of this study and the prior evidence
examining the concept of science capital. That is, the experiences of the students in this
study who hail from families and environments that are supportive of science may have a
“leg up” on students who do not have such a background. However, this is not to say that
students do not face challenges regardless of their science capital – and students’
challenges will be directly addressed here. Furthermore, students of both high and low
science capital and resource availability received support in their research work.
Participants of this study noted support from parents, from teacher-sponsors4, professors
outside of their school (e.g., University-level researchers) and, in a small number of
instances, from classmates.
Further considerations need to be given to the contexts in which students first
participated in science fair. Scant research is available on the voluntary vs. compulsory
status of student’s enrollment in science fair, among the limited evidence that targets
these phenomena are the research findings from Kook and colleagues (2020) that nearly
80% of science fair participation was involuntary, i.e., required for a grade or course

4

Teachers and sponsors were often one-in-the-same, with teachers hosting research opportunities
for students and sponsoring their participation in science fair.
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credit. As I gathered and analyzed data for this research and considering that I only
sampled participants who had voluntarily engaged in science fair at least once, emergent
findings indicated that students’ initial experiences with science fair may be of
consequence to their decisions to re-engage. This influenced sampling through the rest of
the study, as I altered research questions to further describe the nature of how students
first engaged with science fair.
Participants of this study varied in their inceptive foray into science fair, with 13
of the 23 participants having been required to compete in science fair, and the other 10
participants entered voluntarily. The nature of exposure to science fair matters if it was
something students sought out because they were aware of the experience, or if they were
required to participate and that exposure further fueled their desire to get involved with
science fair. This understanding is also beneficial as we consider that some students have
interests which may propel them towards taking part in science fair, while others must
first experience it before they determine if it’s an activity worth pursuing.
As found through data analysis, the majority of students interviewed for this
research had their first science fair experience in middle school, Appendix F
demonstrates timing and other contextual elements of students first science fair.
Students who voluntarily participated often sought out the science research
experience where it was available to them. Halsi, for example, was interested in “getting
involved in science club and talking with others about what our world is going through in
terms of problems like global warming, coral bleaching, etc.” This idea of addressing
real-world problems has shown significant importance in my findings and will be further
discussed below in conjunction with my theoretical model. There was also an aspect of
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social support apparent in Halsie’s research as her peer group showed that they shared
similar interests of science content. In my interviews, both Allie and Lillian had an older
sibling who participated in science fair. Allie got to “watch her [sister] do it throughout
the years,” while Lillian said her sister was “the golden child of science fair that like did
amazing every single time she competed.” Sondra awaited her opportunity to compete in
science fair “ever since I was a junior higher, something like eighth grade I had seen kids
who had done research projects.” These findings demonstrate just some of the
mechanisms through which some students who voluntarily participated for their first
science fair were introduced to science fair.
While voluntary participation in science fair means that students did not receive a
grade for a required course due to their participation or that the research was not a part of
science course curriculum, students were recruited or urged to do the research by their
parents, teachers, and/or other peers. This was the case for several participants of this
research project including Britney, Eileene, Blake, and Bertram. Britney recalled that
“Mr. Huberdeau recruited us to do this project that eventually evolved into a science fair
project.” This was after Britney and her friend became involved with Science Bowl and
Science Olympiad, both events sponsored by Mr. Huberdeau. As a 7th grader, Eileene
was informed about science and urged by the local high school science teacher. Eileene
went on to research algae growth in bird baths and present the project at a nearby regional
science fair in middle school before seeking out research opportunities as a high schooler.
Both Bertram and Blake were urged by a parent to first take part in science fair, with their
parents making connections that provided access for the students.
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In contrast, some students first exposure to science fair was the research
requirement for a class. For Valaria, “I became excited, it turned on the light, and I was
like how, how had I never know about this.” Valaria won an award, seemingly part of the
catalyst for her, and went on to voluntarily participate in several more science fairs.
Sereta took an honors science class during high school and was required to conduct a
science experiment. This led Sereta to choose to take an elective science research course
the following year “so that I could continue my science fair project.” Catherine’s
experience paralleled that of Valaria and Sereta. In 6th grade, Catherine was required to
do a science project. She notes that experience “got me into it [science fair] because the
very next year I didn’t have to do it for anything…I did a project and I entered it in the
science fair at our school.” Finally, Eribe was also required to do scientific research for a
core high-school course and chose to conduct a research experiment the following year.
Even though he was required to do research, Eribe anticipated the experience, after
seeing a scientific demonstration as a 12-year-old and recalled “that was the coolest thing
I had ever seen” which “always made me want to do science fair, and then, once I had the
opportunity to do it, it was really fun, I made a lot of new friends.”
Across the variety of first experiences, my findings demonstrate that students
engaged in science fair both voluntarily and as a scholastic requirement. However, we
should exercise caution when strictly labeling experiences as those who report that they
took on science fair voluntarily might have been recruited by science teachers, or urged
by parents, and those who participated based on requirement might have been waiting for
their chance to do scientific research.
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As a final note I emphasize that students’ interviews showed that, even though
students’ first science fair experiences varied in how they became involved with science
fair, each of their experiences had shared features. These included facing challenges
while doing their research, receiving support from others, and as my selection criteria
involved students who had participated in multiple iterations of science fair, all
participants continued doing research.
Figure 7
Contexts of 1st Science Fair

Addressing the Research Questions
Challenges
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RQ1 – What specific challenges do students encounter while completing their
research and during preparation for entrance into science fair? How do they meet
these challenges?
Figure 8
Challenges Faced During Research Process

Doing Science

•Research design
•Analysis
•Results

Resources

•Time
•Materials
•Experts/Labs

Science Fair

•Presenting
•Preparation + paperwork

COVID!

•Communicating asynchronously
•Not able to answer judges questions

Confidence

•in abilities
•in product

Students were able to navigate their participation in science fair through
multitudinous challenges. The majority of my study participants struggled with aspects of
their research design and confounding results, and with resources such as time, materials,
and expert assistance. Other challenges such as shaky confidence in the research abilities
and products, COVID, and aspects of science fair registration and presentation were also
mentioned as challenges participants reported in my findings but did not show a breadth
of support across participants (see Figure 8). Many of the challenges identified from my
research participants align with findings from extant research. Results from the work of
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Grinnell and colleagues (2017) suggest that students encounter time and resource
obstacles, as well as the challenge of getting unexpected results from their research.
What’s more, rural and small-town students, who made up approximately one third of my
research participants, may face comorbid challenges with fewer opportunities to access
rigorous STEM learning opportunities (Saw & Agger, 2021) besides the challenges of
access to resources and inconclusive results.
There is an often repeated saying among scientists that to do science is to fail.
Arguments have been made that scientific advances happen because of failures (Barwich,
2019). Yet this guiding principle of science may not ease the minds of young scientists
when their experiments do not yield the results they expect, or when their data collection
methods continually fail. My data indicate that students, such as Addie, “had a lot of
failure in the beginning”, because “my doses ended up being way too high”, and other
students struggled with “keeping my variables consistent,” as Hafsa reported. Eribe’s
research relied on electricity and plant growth. During data collection he noticed “the
wires had completely disintegrated”, leaving him to trouble-shoot and begin again. In
these instances, students persevered through their failures by redesigning the experiment,
redoing data collection, and sometimes coming to the realization that their research had
been thoroughly conducted but still did not yield a significant result they had desired.
Students also struggled to find time in which to do their research, materials, lab
space, and expert assistance. They reported that these additional challenges further
limited the research questions students were able to pose. For example, Ana was
interested in researching Parkinson’s disease, but found that “it just costs way too much
to get them [flies] genetically modified [with gene of interest].” She instead looked more
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broadly at the effects of pesticides and fertilizers on flies. Sondra noted one of the biggest
challenges is resources. “Mr. Toms, our teacher, knows a lot about the scientific process,
but if you’re going into specialized projects, you have to outsource people – like I found
Dr. YouJoh (at university).” Moni stayed within the constraints of her limited resources
noting “my research projects…they’re like more simple ones. I don’t need giant
machines that separate different parts of the cell.” Finally, Elaina discusses the
remoteness of her school and the challenges this imposes on their science research. “We
have to do a lot of reaching out from our school and email lots of professors and we have
to work really hard to make the connections that we do.”
Participants noted challenges related to the actual science fair experience.
Challenges included communicating their research projects to an audience in a
comprehensible way. Changes made to how science fairs were conducted during the
COVID-19 pandemic further exasperated these struggles. Students lamented
asynchronous fairs, where they pre-recorded their presentation and would be judged
based on that, eliminating the interaction between judge and research presenter. In
addition, students also had to overcome the fear of presenting their work. “The idea of
presenting in front of a group of adults almost if a professional setting can be pretty
overwhelming,” as Blake disclosed, and Marcy revealed, “It’s kind of scary. Like talking
to people.” Conversely, the nature of asynchronous, online science fairs posed challenges
related to communicating science. Some students faced severe self-doubt during their
research and then asynchronous science fair experiences. Lillian admitted “I cried in the
middle of it because I thought no one liked my project,” and Catherine says of the
research process “it’s a double-edged sword. You go in not knowing and then sometimes
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you get it right, but other times, it goes totally awry and you’re like, Oh, I don’t know
anything. And then you hit that low.” Yet students persisted despite these challenges and
setbacks.
Finally, Mava provided an insight of into the challenges faced by participants
when they engage in the act of conducting the research process. She said, “actually
figuring out how to figure it out was the hard part.” The act of doing the research can be
an obstacle to science fair participants in that there is an embedded challenge in figuring
out how to find the answers to a research question. This idea links to another important
finding from my data, that of scientific research providing a meaningful challenge. This
critical connection will be more-fully explored later in the discussion section as part of
the meaningful challenges participants experienced.
Supports
RQ2 – What social processes, including family and peer support encouraged
continued student involvement?
Parental Support. Student researchers were supported in their research
endeavors by their parents, and this came not only in the form of direct assistance and
sometimes even pressure to do the research, but also student-identified exposure to
science which might have fostered content interest for the student. Typical assistance
with the project aspect of research is demonstrated in quotes from Samantha who
divulged “my mom would drive me to Walmart [to] pickup materials whenever I
needed,” and Allie’s mother who “helped to prompt my data collection for a month and a
half by getting up with me every 6 hours to collect data.” Parents and families were
identified as being supportive of the research process, and no findings from this study,
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despite being sampled for, found negative cases to suggest unsupportive or even
detrimental experiences with family members (or with peers, for that matter). This is not
to suggest the non-occurrence of these instances when students do scientific research, just
that these were not identified for this group of participants who chose to conduct
scientific research.
Other parental support includes access, as Allie noted how she relied upon family
connections “Dad is a physician so like to get the medicine that I used is really expensive,
so he helped me get in contact with a company that sells it.” Belinda also cites parental
influence as a first exposure to science research in 6th grade “my dad came home with a
pop bottle launcher, and he was like ‘here let’s just try it out in the front yard’ and I
thought this was the coolest thing ever” which ended up being her research project for at
least one iteration of science fair. Blake suggested an urging from his mother, but also
access to resources as “my mom brought it [research idea] to me and just kind of due to
her connections she was able to provide a pretty interesting setup” for his first experience
with a science fair project. Finally, Bertram had access to research marmoset monkeys
because his mother “got me the connection there to be able to work with the animals,” for
which Bertram used his interest in engineering to design an enrichment toy for the lab
animals.
Teacher/Sponsor Support. While several participants identified key support
from their parents, teacher-sponsors were more widely hailed across all participants as
providing support for them during science-fair research. These findings parallel research
findings from Schaben, Andersson, and Cutucache (in press) about the importance of
mentorship, particularly from a teacher who guides students, on student research
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experiences. The role of teacher almost always overlapped with the role of sponsor, as
most science fairs require an adult to “sponsor” the students by assisting with required
research forms and supervision of research activities. These sponsorship tasks were
typically carried out by a science teacher.
Teacher-sponsors provided innumerable avenues of support for student
researchers. Supports included access to resources and to expert guidance, as was the
case for Lillian when her science teacher “was able to get me in to a [University] lab” as
a middle school student to complete her research. This experience not only provided elite
access to resources, space, and expertise, but the experience proved important to Lillian’s
trajectory as it “showed me a career and not just an after-school activity.” Teacher
sponsors also provided time, a space and resources to conduct the actual experiment, an
exemplar quote comes from Valaria “So I had an idea, I told her [science teacher] about
it…So I only had the idea…she got me through with those processes.” Teacher-sponsors
were also lauded for their assistance with the tedious registration forms for science fair,
and assisting with presentation practice, experimental design, and data analysis.
Finally, teacher-sponsors’ enthusiasm motivated students to continue their
research. Bethany described the passion her biology teacher conveyed to her “he is like
the embodiment of Sheldon from Big Bang Theory and pushes me to involve science in
my everyday life” even a couple of years after she had completed a research experiment.
Tina summarizes the importance of teacher support “so the curiosity is one thing, but the
drive [is] really from the teachers.” Halsie’s experience aligns with Bethany’s in the
motivational nature of the teacher to student relationships “…who keeps me involved in
science fair is most definitely my teacher or coach. Without them helping me through
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every breakthrough and manage my frustrations I would probably not have stuck with
doing science fair.”
Professional Scientist Support. Some study participants’ research endeavors were
supported at the collegiate level by professional researchers, and at the level of industry
by professional scientists. However, this interaction was almost always mediated by
teacher/sponsor. Eileene provided insight to this dynamic by indicating her “sponsor
teacher helps us to reach out to professors,” which, even though several of my research
participants were sponsored by Eileene’s teacher, was not an unusual circumstance based
on my data and was indicated in the above example of Lillian’s teacher getting her into a
research lab. Allie is yet another example in being able to access experimental setups that
included staphylococcus and other bacteria since “a professor at [university] Dr. N.
provided the staph for me…and a lab to work with the staff”. Student researchers were
able to receive support and resources from professional scientists in ways that ranged
from having their questions answered via email to directly working in the researchers’
laboratories.
Sereta’s experience represents a negative case related to students access to
professional help (in this case, overcoming lack of access) being mediated by their
teacher-sponsor. Sereta was interested in aviation, and specifically sought to investigate
the “pitch” or twist of propeller blades. Many students in public secondary schools likely
have extremely limited resources to investigate such a topic, and the rural setting of
Sereta’s school might have further confounded her attempts. Her initial investigation
involved 3-D printing propeller blades supported by the industrial technology teacher, yet
this method did not yield products effective for research. The Industrial Technology
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teacher helped Sereta reach out to the local community college, approximately 30
minutes away, for guidance. This was for one iteration of Sereta’s research. For the next
year, Sereta decided to teach herself Solid Works drafting software and began reaching
out to professionals in nearby regional airports and to aerospace companies across the
United States on her own. This example suggests the importance of teacher-sponsor’s use
of modeling akin to Social Cognitive Theory (Bandura, 1986), specifically modeling how
to make connections with STEM professionals rather than continually providing the
connection.
Finally, the majority of students interviewed for this research conducted their
research in association with a public school they attended, whether that occurred during
the school day, or outside of regular school hours in an out-of-school-time (OST)
learning experience. This is an important distinction because although some of my
research participants might be considered “elite” students, the social contexts which were
of great consequence to their voluntary participation in science fair are available/can be
found at the level of public schools, at least in the Great Plains state in which this
research was conducted.
Table 2
Types of Support Received
Source of
Support:
Examples of
type of support
provided:

Parent
Resources

Teacher-Sponsor
Content guidance

Presentation Procedural
practice
guidance
Data
Motivation
collection

Professional Scientist
Work in research lab

Content guidance
Procedural guidance
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Data analysis

*connection through
teacher-sponsor

Space & resources
Connect w/
Researcher

Participants reported having received multiple levels of support from their social
contexts. Parents, professionals, and especially teacher-sponsors supported students along
their journey through scientific research for science fair, aligning with research findings
from Grinnell and colleagues (2017). Moreover, other research has found support factors
that contribute to student success in science fair such as parental support (Czerniak,
1996), access to resources and support from sponsors (Bencze & Bowen, 2009), and
access to research facilities (Gifford & Wiyguyl, 1992). We should, however, be cautious
about casting all participants in this study as having fully supported, relatively easy paths
to engage in science fair. To point I note that not all participants in this study were
commercially successful in science fair, such as Senna and Lillian, not to mention that the
concept of “success in science fair” has been an elusive concept to operationalize across
the field.
Although several students had elite-level access to resources through their
families and/or teacher-sponsors, at least one third of the participants did not come from
families with a science background. This, however, does not mean the students received
no help from their parents, but that their familial surroundings might not have been as
supportive of science-research endeavors as those of other study participants, or the
support they received was not directly related to science content. For example, Eileene’s
mother was an elementary educator and her father a minister, the support she did receive
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was being able to practice her presentation at home and in the assistance her mother
provided with proof reading and copy-editing Eileene’s research report. Ultimately,
during their continued involvement in scientific research, the majority of participants
faced what they perceived to be significant challenges to their research but were
ultimately able to meet these challenges, oftentimes through the supports they received.
In summary, there are important themes that emerged across students’ contextual
experiences that lead to their continued involvement in scientific research. Students were
sometimes ‘recruited’ by science teachers, or urged by their social group to participate,
and at times were first introduced to science fair by a family member. Teacher-sponsors,
parents/family, and professional researchers provided support for student researchers that
included help with science fair entrance forms, access to research labs, materials and
professionals, presentation practice, wordsmithing, brainstorming ideas, and gathering
and analyzing data, among others. While these conditions represent a possibility of
situations under which students carry out scientific research for science fair, the
combination of possible conditions far exceeds the findings produced by my data, i.e.,
there is more to discover. What is most important is that across the variety of
experiences, science fair engendered important outcomes for the young science
researchers.
Figure 9
Types of Support Received
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Outcomes
RQ3 – What are the main benefits (outcomes) from these experiences?
Interviewees realized success in their science fair endeavors such as awards,
scholarships, and beyond. Students noted their success across each of their science fairs
and different science research projects. Several key concepts arose from the data related
to this research question, as student participants spoke at length about the outcomes of
their experiences in science fair (see Figure 10).
Figure 10
Themes Related to Outcomes from Science Research Experiences

Paving the
Way to My
Future

Developing:
Skills +
Confidence,
Interest,
Pride

Realizing
Success at
Science Fair

Personally
Meaningful

Getting to
be the
Expert
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Realizing Success at Science Fair. The majority of science and engineering fairs
host prizes for student researchers, such as cash awards, trophies/medals, certificates,
scholarships, etc. These are awarded for both participation and for competitive rankings.
Students interviewed for this study identified all of these outcomes at various stages of
their science research adventures. For example, several students placed first or won their
category at one or more science fairs, such as Aisha, Bertram, Eileene, Serese, Blake. A
small handful of my participants specifically cited the importance of placing highly
during their first science fair such as Belinda who noted that “…I am very externally
motivated and feel successful after winning awards.” Valaria noted that she, “won my
school science fair, and I was excited. I’d never won anything like that.” Alia earned a
purple ribbon at the school science fair that earned her entrance into the local regional
fair where she placed 2nd overall. Alia was motivated by the potential to have even
greater success, saying “I thought the top place trophy looked pretty cool and so I was
like, I’ll get one of those next year.” Other times, however, participants’ projects were
judged to fall outside of the winner’s circle – this was the case for Senna and Lillian,
among other participants. Lillian “ended up with a participation certificate” and “did not
win at all” and Senna did not win across 6th through 8th grade science fairs.
Awards earned at science fair, such as scholarships and prize money, are likely
extrinsically motivating but awards also serve as an acknowledgement of students’ ability
to do science. Valaria noted that, “I think the awards play a really big part of helping a lot
of [my] confidence, made me realize that I have the capability to do these big things.”
There are connections here to the theme “getting to be the expert,” where students are
recognized for their knowledge of the content, their abilities to conduct research and to
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convey research results to an audience. This concept also becomes important in light of
the work on science identity, as discussed in my literature review above, that warrants
greater consideration in the conclusions section.
Students reported the outcomes of being acknowledged as having science ability,
and “getting to to be the expert” at science fair align with work on science identity, as I
referenced in the literature review. Allie noted, “it makes you way more confident when
you know something and nobody else in the room knows about it. You’re telling them for
the first time and that gives me a lot of personal confidence.” Eribe’s experience was that
he “went to science fair and had 20 some people looking at it [his research].” Finally,
Sereta’s experience was empowering in that she could “pick out people that actually
know what you’re talking about…and they actually understood what I was saying. They
give feedback to you because they see it from a different perspective.” These experiences
demonstrate feedback students perceived as them being good at science, being part of the
science community, feedback that came from both science professionals and peers at the
science fair. These features are key to the construct of science identity, and this will be
more fully explored in the discussion section.
Eileene eloquently stated a theme that transcended many of my interviews.
“Winning some prizes, which is fun, but it’s not the most important thing. Obviously, it
has more to do with the knowledge gained.” She further explained that the results of the
project are important, but so are the skills she learned from doing research. Presenting
and sharing research, the validation of the work you put into a final project, and having a
finished product were also deemed satisfying by Eileene and by many of my research
participants. Another participant expressed a similar view by saying “I feel like my
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research is successful when it is recognized either through placements, prizes, or
publication. I also feel like my research is successfully [sic] when it has a significant
meaning to myself/investigates an area that benefits many people or animals.” Finally,
during member-checking, Valaria’s response supported my analysis:
“My first science fair project was required for class, so my success came from
the grade. I soon realized that this was something I liked and continued to
"win" [placing, awards, etc.]. Eventually, my success became the act of actually
doing the experiments and project; my success was measured by how proud I
was of my work. I still talk about my final science fair project even in college.”
Students enjoyed a variety of outcomes from their research experiences, not
limited to receiving awards at the science fair competition or even scholarships, but
building their resumes, developing skills which may benefit them in the future, and
motivating them towards specific STEM careers, as will be discussed. The examples
provided by Valaria and Eileene’s experiences establish the importance of non-tangible
outcomes for participants of science fair. Student interview data led to key non-tangibleoutcome themes such as “developing skills, pride, and confidence,” “paving the way to
my future,” “getting to be the expert,” and “personally meaningful.” These themes
represent considerable breadth and depth in my data, were developed through
comparative analysis, and persisted through data collection and all levels of coding,
making significant contributions to the theoretical model.
Developing: Skills + Confidence, Interest, Pride. My research participants
portrayed the science fair experience as a process of development and discovery.
Students noted gains in skills related to doing science research and communicating their
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results leading to boosts in their confidence. Interest in science and science careers was
cultivated from their science fair experiences, and students were proud of their efforts and
their end product. Moreover, students identified a self-discovery feature of their research
journey. This was connected to developing interests in science but also, perhaps more
importantly, showed that they were discovering their enjoyment of the process of
research.
Presentation skills were also widely cited as beneficial outcomes from science
fair participation, for example, Bertam “realized how the fair teaches me so much about
public speaking.” Jerzie and Eribe both experienced growth in what they called speech
impediments, as Jerzie put it, through science fair she “improved my talking skills and
being able to talk to people without stuttering.” Mava “learned a lot of problem solving
and critical thinking skills from it [science fair],” as did Jerzie.
As might be expected, students saw positive development in their science research
skills. For example, Bertram was able to create “better charts, better graphs,” and see
growth in his analytical skill and greater skill in communicating his research to others
while Lillian grew more skilled in lab procedures. Increases in skills and in understanding
content led to increased confidence for students. Addie related that in prior years’
projects she did not fully understand the topic, but as she has continually done research
and presented at science fair, her projects have become more advanced and so has her
understanding of the content and the research. Anna’s data make clear the connection
between developing skills and gains in confidence. She developed a deep understanding
of science content related to her research on drosophila and she “felt more confident in
what I was doing because I’ve spent so much time learning about the specific things I did
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this year.” Valaria notes being successful at science fair because of her confidence, she
said although “I was a very shy student, but science fairs were where I thrived because I
knew my work and my yearn to share my expertise overcame my timid nature.” Blake
said of spending months on a project “you’ll really know it, and when you know it it’s a
lot easier to present it…you don’t let the stage be intimidating.” Finally, Brice’s
experience supports the points made by Anna and Blake, “I put a lot of work into it…you
kind of get to that next level of confidence in your abilities and knowledge.”
Through science fair Sondra came to “realize that I really enjoy statistics, data,
and numbers,” and this fostered her interest to pursue finance management or data
science in college. This was a discovery process for her and, while not pointing her in the
direction of a STEM career, this is an important finding nonetheless and perhaps one that
will yield lifelong benefits for her. Hafsa also developed greater interest in science,
revealing that “my love for science grew more deep during science fair.” For Eileene,
Blake, Britney, and Lillian, science research showed them they may have a future in
specific science research content areas. Many of the researchers who did not identify this
phenomenon during the interview noted precedent STEM career desires prior to
undertaking their research. As previously noted, the literature presents a range of
opinions and evidence regarding whether students can develop interest in STEM degrees
and STEM careers from their participation in science fair activities (Chan et al., 2020).
Some researchers suggest that evidence indicates that research activities are not effective
modes of cultivating interest (Maltese et al., 2014). My findings presented here provide
evidence that science fairs can positively influence science fair participants’ desire to
enter the STEM pipeline.
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Student researchers also developed pride in their research projects that persisted
beyond the winner’s circle at science fair. Valaria said, “I did my experiment, I did my
work, and that’s something I should be proud of whether I won or not.” Belinda’s pride
comes from her perceived gains in research and presentation skills, “I’m very proud of it,
very proud of where I started and what I ended up with in terms of using the experimental
design and my presentation skills.” Moni’s pride grew because “this is what I put
multiple hours into, and at that point I wanted to show people what I did.” There are
implications here for an interplay between personally meaningful work students do, the
effort they put into their work, and the pride they developed through the process.
Pride in the ability to conduct scientific research is a powerful factor. When I
asked if he deemed his research a success, Bertram simply stated “yeah, cause I
improved.” Through the process of scientific investigation students develop an
understanding that it is a process. Their reports of their experiences suggest that awards
and accolades are nice, but that they gain much more than a scholarship, a medal, or a
berth at a more competitive science fair. Anna said that “being recognized for the hard
work that I’ve put in, it does feel good” and Valaria’s experiences helped her see that
“every science fair I kept getting better and better, and I just love that process.” Blake
told me “It’s not about the accolades you get from it, it’s about the process itself and how
much you learn from it.” Blakes final science fair project led him to feel more fulfilled
despite it not earning the awards and recognition of his prior research projects.
Paving the Way to my Future. Research participants learned about the various
opportunities their participation in science fair participation yielded. The majority of
participants came to see the value of their experiences specifically related to future
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education and careers through their own participation in science fair. A recurring theme
across interviews was how science fair participation would bolster students’ resumes and
would increase the impact of college applications, as relayed by Jerzie, Addie, Hafsa,
Valaria, and others. For example, Bethany noted, “I’ve always kinda been college driven
ever since I knew what college was, science fair [became] a tool to help get there.”
For other students, such as Lillian, Blake, Eileene, and Britney, the research led to
cognizance of future careers in science. Lillian’s teacher-sponsor setup the opportunity
for her to work in a university research lab, and through this experience Lillian saw
something, “bigger than science fair” and it, “showed me a career and not just an
afterschool activity.” Eileene explained how her exploits might be useful in her future as
she “discovered I have some skills in different components of research that I could
probably us in the future for a career.”
Britney related how she hopes her research experiences will translate to a
professional career:
“I have this basic foundation of science fair while turning that into something a
little bit more professional that will create something in the world later. I can do a
project and maybe make a living for the summer out of it, get to stay in [city of
my university] and then also get to have it published with [research journal] next
summer…other people learn from it and create their own projects from it.”
She goes on to say that, prior to her senior year of high school, she still did not
know what she wanted to do until her research experiences helped her to see the value of
being skilled in scientific research. Not all participants who see success at, or simply
participate in, science fair will see such powerful outcomes. However, Britney and other
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interviewees for this study did discover the impact these experiences had on their longterm college and career goals. These findings exemplify the best-case-scenario of
students doing scientific research – they develop the drive and identity that helps to earn
science degrees and enter a STEM career field.
Sondra’s example yields somewhat of a negative case in that she saw the utility of
research for science fair on her future not through her own participation, but through her
observation of the success of an older student at her school. Her participation in science
fair was initially driven by her identifying the success of the other student and realizing
how her future could be benefitted by similar activities. This vicarious or social learning
mechanism for realizing the personal utility of science fair did not come up in the data for
any of my other participants. The closest similar example comes from a student who
initialized science fair activities based on seeing a peer participate. Lillian saw her older
sister receive awards and science fair accolades and this played a role in her motivation to
enter science fair. However, Lillian did not explicitly report that this helped her see the
utility of science fair participation for her future.
In sum, these findings demonstrate that students develop an understanding of how
important science research activities might be to their future education and careers,
through their own experiences. However, students may also learn about the utility of
doing science fair by seeing peers’ results, through vicarious experiences. These findings
are important in demonstrating there are multiple pathways for students to realize the
utility of partaking in science fair. Existing research results demonstrate the social
learning mechanism to be effectively enticing to student motivation to engage in science
fair, as well (Koomen et al., 2021).
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Personally Meaningful. Participants’ research topics were not only personally
interesting but were also relevant to them such as health issues, water issues, and other
environmental challenges. For some participants, their topic of research became
something they wanted to pursue in college. This interest was uncovered through their
research experiences, as I discuss in the conclusions section on whether the interest in
content came first, or the research. Participants took action to solve relevant, meaningful
problems, this opportunity was made available through science fair, where they presented
their meaningful work and received feedback on it in a scientific forum. Three important
aspects of “personally meaningful” were grounded in my data, including enjoying
science, meaningful challenge, and it feels like you’re making a difference, Figure 11.
Figure 11
Key Category and Sub-categories: Personally Meaningful

Personally Meaningful

Enjoying science

Meaningful
challenge

It feels like you're
making a difference
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The importance of students doing personally meaningful work is demonstrated
through experiences Senna and Lillian had with science fair, but they expressed it in
counterexamples5. Lillian was not able to do the project she had wanted to do as a 7th
grade for several factors that were outside of her control. In 8th grade, she was interested
in bees, but she could not get into an Anthophilia research lab, so she decided to research
the honey that her bees produced. Lillian relates a much more positive science fair
experience that year. Senna’s research trajectory changed when she able to conduct
research that was personally relevant. She did not, “…think I really considered myself a
scientist till maybe the end of seventh grade. Science fair changed that for me because I
did a project that year that was more aligned with my personal interests.”
Enjoying Science. Not surprisingly, students reported enjoying science as a
classroom subject, but also noted their enjoyment in the research aspect of science fair.
Mava has “…always been into science, the whole world is made of science” and noted
the science classes she was taking at the time of her interview. Marcy said she “really
liked science but had never done research before” and she “liked animals so much
because I would always watch nature documentaries.” Students also enjoyed the research
aspect of science. When asked why she chooses to engage in science research for science
fair, Aisha proclaimed “Because I like science research, I think it’s fun.” Jerzie noted “I
like research. I like reading and learning about new things.” Britney’s quote nicely

Not negative cases, but counterexamples because Senna and Lillian’s situations demonstrated
both sides of students getting to choose the content of their scientific inquiry.
5
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summarizes “in science, you don’t want to learn things you already know.” Their
research experiences were meaningful because they enjoyed doing and learning about
science.
Meaningful Challenge. As my data demonstrated, students who engage in these
activities likely enjoy learning about science. Beyond just enjoying science enjoying
science, data revealed students enjoying the innate scientific research challenges. Lillian
notes the meaningful challenge of conveying research to an audience “you see something
happen and then you get to figure out how to tell other people about it.” Her intuitive
statement supports a connection between students experiencing “a meaningful challenge”
and their “getting to be the expert” as discussed in the next section. Eileen says the
process of research makes her “really push your brain and challenge yourself” and “for
me, personally, I think the process of doing the research is something that I enjoy more, I
like having something to challenge me.” Finally, Jerzie noted, “it kind of gets you out of
your comfort zone,” while Hafsa learned that “making breakthroughs and finding
something new is hard and challenging.” These students not only enjoyed the challenge
of doing scientific research, but they sought it when they chose to engage in research
activities.
Sereta embarked on the challenge of improving real world aviation and, stumbling
along the way asked herself “where can I go with this, what can I do to improve this
[problem of propeller pitch].” She “spent three months teaching myself Solid Works
Drafting and Design” to create her own propellers to test. While Sereta rose to the
challenge of improving a problem in aviation, Bethany noted the challenge in confronting
societal norms through her research that examined male vs. female versions of Lego’s.
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She noted her research was “pretty fun to do cause I like challenging gender roles.”
Finally, quotes from Marcy and Britney show how meaningful it is to solve a complex
problem. Marcy noted “applying what you already know to figure out something that you
really want to know” and “…you’re building off of it constantly.” Britney says “the point
is to have the question to figure out what’s actually happening and come up with a new
answer.” These quotes exemplify the challenge of the research that nearly all participants
identified in the interviews. Students saw a meaningful challenge in the research they
conducted.
It Feels Like You’re Making a Difference. Perhaps most importantly, the research
students were doing was personally meaningful because many times it allowed them to
feel like they were making a difference. The code for this comes from Anna who said
about her research “it feels like you’re making a difference even if it’s really small you
found something that means something, you know, and that’s probably my biggest
takeaway.” Catherine researched local soils and surface water runoff in back-to-back
science fair years, both of which ended up being meaningful to here and to the local
community.
Even students who did not see themselves as scientists or students who were
going to pursue science careers, such as Eribe and Sondra, needed their scientific
research to be meaningful. For example, Eribe had the lifelong goal of becoming a
mechanic. His first science fair project was required for a class he was in, but his second
project was voluntary, and he was determined to, “… be able to try and make a difference
with something I’m doing.” He thus carried out more research related to recycling hardto-recycle materials because “it could at least be an opening for someone else to know
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how to do it.” Sondra, who sought out science research experiences to highlight her
resume for college even though she was seeking a non-STEM major, “saw there is, even
in my own community, a lot of plastic pollution so I went down the route of well, how
can we fix this?” She said presenting her research, “…also helps spread awareness
because I’m trying to solve an issue. It’s not really just gaining resume materials, it’s
more of like actually making an impact on the world.” For Sondra and others, the results
of her research helped to make a difference, and when she took that research to science
fair to share the results with others, she was able to spread awareness about the issue and
was the expert in that moment regarding her topic. The experience of being an expert will
be examined in the next section.
“I have the power to show change,” as stated directly by Valaria when doing
research and presenting at science fair. Conceptually, this is one of the most important
aspects of how students feel when they get to be the expert at science fair. Valaria’s
quote-turned-In-Vivo-code captured what she and other participants experienced. Science
fair, where one gets to be the expert, more importantly is one venue at which students do
have the power to show change. This data relates to the theme “personally meaningful” in
that students are driven to research topics which are personally meaningful, relevant
problems that local and global communities face. For example, Moni carried out research
on caffeine and heart rate, noting highly publicized youth deaths from caffeine overdoses.
Moni was determined to show people her results “I wanted to show people what I did
and...how caffeine affects people.” Tina’s case, explained in the previous section further
supports the desire students have to show the results of their meaningful work. These
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students, as for nearly all participants of my research, envisioned the results of their
research efforts, when presented at science fair, as promoting needed change in the world.
Other data from my study revealed how important it is for students to be the
expert on their work. Sondra stated:
“To me, it’s [sharing your results with others] even more important than actually
wining the prizes. Winning the prizes is…a piece of paper that says, you did well,
but people actually listening to you and being interested in it also helps spread
awareness, because I’m trying to solve an issue.”
Tina presents a final example of this theme. She was involved with a research
class without the opportunity to participate in science fair. She talked to her teacher,
saying “I really want to present this… ‘cause I just want to see how well this research
will do, because it’s an important topic to me.” She was even willing to do a public
presentation at her school to get feedback and to get the word out. This data demonstrates
how personally meaningful the research was to Tina and was a good exemplar of what
my research participants experienced. Moreover, what Tina shared is a good
representation of the importance participants placed on sharing their research with others.
Tina had the power to show change through her personally meaningful research and her
ability to connect it with a broader community.
Getting to be the Expert. My research participants consistently reported sharing
the knowledge and expertise they developed through their research efforts with peers,
judges, and professionals at science fair. They indicated that their hard work and
preparation for scientific research leads up to the opportunity to be an expert about the
research, content, and findings.
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Figure 12
Key Category and Sub-categories: Getting to be the Expert

Getting to be the
Expert

Master of your
knowledge

Enjoying the
social setting

There were two important concepts that emerged into subcategories for this theme
(Getting to be the Expert) – “Enjoying the social setting”, and “Master of your
knowledge”. Before I disclose the data behind these subcategories and their salience, two
extreme cases should be mentioned, that of Mava and Catherine. These participants
reveled in the occasion to be on the stage. Mava stated, “I love to be [in] the spotlight and
perform and like have everybody looking at me so it was great.” Mava did enjoy being
the expert on her topic, but above and beyond that she enjoyed the performance aspect.
Catherine’s case was very similar to Mava’s. Catherine said, “I just like to talk, I can talk
about anything.” Gaining skills and knowledge about her research through the research
processes was another opportunity for Catherine to converse with others. While this subcategory certainly does not accurately depict the experience of everyone who I
interviewed for this study, being on the stage was meaningful for at least two of my
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research participants, nonetheless, so it’s reasonable to subsume this within our
understanding of motivators for students to continually engage in science fair.
The research students did was meaningful, resulted in their ability to make a
difference, and this set them up to be experts on their topics of investigation when they
communicated the science to peers and professionals. Students could be masters of their
knowledge as they stood next to their science fair poster or presentation board, for inperson fairs, sometimes for hours, while getting several opportunities to explain their
work and answer questions by peers, judges, and professionals. For them, science fair
was the venue that hosted their “getting to be the expert” experience.6 This code was
initially derived from participants such as Britney, who said, “I really like coming here
[science fair] with a project and telling judges about it…” and Bethany, who spoke about
talking to people who were not necessarily well-versed about her topic. “I’m like
teaching them, that was very rewarding, and I like that, and wanted to do it again…I love
talking to people about it because I know what I’m talking about.” Aisha also presented a
good example of this theme when she said, “I think it’s interesting to have people learn
about that [her research topic that year].”
Enjoying the social setting was also a notable aspect of science fair for
participants. Allie had “kids come over and just ask me short little overview of it [her

6
As noted in the methods section, I primarily used “process” (gerunds) and “in vivo” codes during
data analysis, leaning more heavily on in vivo codes to best represent student language in my data. This
code is an example of a gerund. No participant specifically used the language ‘getting to be the expert” but
I chose the gerund format to convey the actions or processes my participants experienced rather than using
codes that might suggest personality traits, thereby avoiding unwarranted characterization of my research
participants.
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project]” and indicated that this was something she enjoyed. Eribe said, “it’s just really
fun to do, you always meet someone new,” and Blake enjoyed that “those judges are
really just excited to see that you’re into it.” Senna’s desire to continue with science fair
was inspired by, “seeing all those other kids’ experiment…I could continue to be at these
competitions to see what others are researching and learning about.” Anna thought it was,
“cool to be able to connect with people that have the same interests [at science fair]” and
she enjoyed the, “big tight group of people that love science,” that made up her research
group. Finally, Catherine, part of whose experience was noted as an extreme case got
“swept up with science fair and just talking to people and doing all that because I really
do love sharing these projects.”
One of Belinda’s science fair experiences emerged as a negative case within this
category. Belinda worked with a partner for at least one season of science fair. Both
Belinda and her partner voluntarily completed the research and entered science fair, but
they did not develop what Belinda deemed as expertise either with the content or with the
research process. Belinda “wasn’t particularly passionate about it [the project] …I wasn’t
super driven.” Their project earned high accolades, yet she never felt comfortable
presenting the project, noting that she struggled to answer judges’ questions during the
fair. Despite the appreciable success, Belinda reported that she did not realize the same
level of expertise as she had with other science fair projects. These findings indicate that,
at least for some students, feeling like an expert in their research content relies more on
interactions with judges and peers than it does on realizing extrinsic/external indicators of
success with the project.
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Lillian’s experience also pushed the boundary of this category. Lillian reported
greater enjoyment doing research projects that were not judged than she did for those
where she had to speak to judges at science fair about her research. Hers was also the
case where she was doing a research project that was not her first choice, so she was less
invested in the content and had negative interactions when being judged, thus preventing
her from experiencing that feeling of getting to be the expert. However, as a high school
student working in a university research lab, Lillian later had the opportunity to lead lab
meetings related to her content. In these instances, Lillian’s data pointed to her getting to
be the expert with her lab group when “the undergraduate students I was working with
are like, yeah, she’s like four years younger than us, but she knows more about bees than
we do.” This data provided evidence that presenting as science fair, though it was the
most likely or common venue, was not the only context for students to get to be the
expert.
Certain challenges threatened the social processes involved in “getting to be the
expert”. The COVID-19 pandemic posed challenges to students as the format of science
fairs changed from in-person to online synchronous and online asynchronous. Students
were thereby limited in their interactions with judges and peers when forced into videopresentation situations, as was common during the pandemic. In some instances, such as
competitive online science fairs, students recorded their presentation but had no
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interaction at all with judges if their project did not advance to a “final round” 7. The lack
of interaction appeared to threaten students’ experience of getting to be the expert. Hafsa
had difficulty explaining, “my project and clear up misunderstandings because I couldn’t
talk to a judge.” Even virtual, synchronous interactions were problematic for some
participants. Moni noted, “I'm more comfortable talking to the person than the computer
cuz I feel like I could like see their reactions better and like some of the judges on zoom
didn't have their cameras on and just asked me questions.”
Other challenges reported came from students who were not keen to be on the
stage. Some students faced social anxiety related to public speaking, which I discussed in
the category “Developing: skills + confidence, interest, and pride”. Other students found
it difficult to communicate in a way that those unversed in the content would understand,
as I previously noted in the challenges section. Students such as Eribe, Marcy, Jerzie, and
others who suffered from anxiety and/or speech disorders faced significant challenges
when presenting at science fair. However, Marcy’s case provides insight to how she
mediated her anxiety with publicly presenting so she could convey her expertise to an
audience at science fair. The importance of her research drove her to engage in an activity
in which she would normally avoid.
Lillian noted “I wanted people to listen to my project…something that can be
fixed if we get it pushed into legislation.” Her own and other students’ insights make an

7

Approximately 80-85% of the entrants at a local regional science fair held virtually in 2022 did
not advance to the final round and received no in-person interaction with judges or peers.
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important contribution to my theoretical model by connecting the themes “Getting to be
the expert”, “Realizing success at science fair”, “Meaningfulness of the work they do”,
and “Developing skills, interest, and pride.” When students view their work as making an
impact on the world, recognition from peers and experts at a science fair has a rewarding
effect. Students feel successful and the acknowledgement can supersede more tangible
awards such as ribbons and even scholarships. Their reports indicate that these
interactions can yield increases in students’ pride in their work and beliefs in their
abilities, leading to increase the development of students’ science identity. A key
takeaway is that there was a positive feedback loop related to students feeling like the
expert and the link to their perceptions of being successful at science fair. Most of my
participants took their research to several science fairs and when, for example, I asked
Sondra why she put the effort into going to so many fairs, she stated “probably just
because I’ve seen a lot of success and I can probably do well in them.” The success and
other recognition students receive encourage their continued participation in these events.
Finally, as there are many similarities between “Getting to be the Expert” and “It
Feels Like You’re Making a Difference,” it is important to differentiate between these
categories. Both categories deal with the meaningfulness of research from the perspective
of participants. Students felt like the work they were doing was important, and they were
able to communicate that importance to the scientific community. Data supported an
appreciable difference – students saw the process of scientific research as having
potential to make a difference, for example when their data showed significant results,
This outcome seems dependent upon students getting to do what they call meaningful
work. However, the ability to communicate how meaningful their findings were is
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supported through the venue of science fair. At science fair, students are able to convey
that importance to an audience. Catherine’s statements shine light on how the categories
overlap and the subtle yet important difference between the two. She said about her
research projects “that’s kind of the thing that I like most…is that the projects are
something that directly impact the community,” and “with the science fairs you could talk
to people who had been directly impacted…and they’re like, oh I’m in [local community]
and that’s the water I drink.” So the combination of getting to do meaningful research and
being able to communicate that research to an audience is a key finding.
Beyond Description: Theorizing/Theory
The goal of grounded theory studies is to develop theory, yet many studies selfidentifying as grounded theory do not actually generate theory (Charmaz, 2014;
Guetterman et al., 2019). Itt is necessary, then, to define what theory is and, more
specifically, to explicate theory I develop from the findings of this research. Birks and
Mills define theory as “an explanatory scheme compromising a set of concepts related to
each other through logical patterns of connectivity” that contributes to the field of study
(2015, p. 108). The Birks and Mills definition aligns with the interpretivist ideals of
theory that inform constructivist grounded theory and the aim to describe conceptual
patterns and connections between studied phenomena (Charmaz, 2014), and contrasts
positivist ideals of theory seeking to establish relationships between multiple variables to
undergo hypothesis testing. My theoretical model seeks to hypothesize the most salient
aspects of student processes in choosing to engage and re-engage with scientific research
for science fair, as reported by my research participants.
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The model is not intended to demonstrate quantitatively operationalizable
variables for hypothesis testing – too much is still unknown for that level of precision to
be developed. More importantly, this model must also not be viewed as existing
independent of these participants’ specific contexts. The model is inherently limited by
the participants selected for these interviews and by the relatively narrow range of
interview questions that I developed. This protocol was also guided by prior data that I
collected from participants – thereby presenting an additional contextual constraint. This
model should be thought of as a co-constructed within these contexts, demonstrating the
researcher’s (my) understanding of participants’ processes they experience as they
continue to engage in scientific research for science fair. It should also be thought of as a
product of my process of constructivist grounded theory. That is, it is based on research
decisions I made and for which I have attempted to provide a thorough and convincing
rationale that is grounded within the related methodological literature.
Qualitative inquiry is positioned to investigate the what and how of observed
actions and social processes (Gubrium & Holstein, 1997). The constructivist grounded
theory approach used here allowed me to investigate the what and the how of student
participation in scientific research for science fair. More importantly, a constructivist
approach allowed me to link situated action (the what) to students processes of science
fair involvement through contingent relationships (the how) and also to understand why
students choose to participate in these activities (Charmaz, 2014).
Linking the what and the how of students' experiences led me to the development
of a process-oriented theoretical model, grounded in the data from this study, see Figure
13. I will briefly discuss the theoretical model here before it is more fully analyzed in the
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conclusions section. According to my findings, the model assumes that students engaged
in science research for science fair either voluntarily or as a course requirement. As
students experienced scientific research for themselves, they discovered science research
as a tool to solve real-world issues. The challenge of doing science, figuring out how to
get answers to their questions was a draw to students, drew them in, and students enjoyed
the research process perhaps more than they enjoyed learning science content. Indeed,
some students sought out the research process and then found content on which to
conduct research.
Students’ backgrounds influenced what they decided to research and at times the
access they had to resources, and their efforts were not unaided. If we follow models
from social cognitive theory and apply the Zone of Proximal Development (Vygotsky,
1978) concept for understanding how to target an appropriate level for learner support,
this group of students who participated in my research appear to have received just the
right level, amount and type of support to fuel their continued desire to engage in science
fair. Students were also emboldened in their research endeavors through the feedback
they received at science fair. Presenting their research, that, according to the participants,
contributed to the larger field of science, enabled these meaningful findings to be shared
with experts and peers. Students got the feeling of being an expert in their domain, and
many times their earned accolades and awards. In many cases, these processes
contributed to and even led students to identify as scientists.
Moreover, my research findings indicated slightly separate albeit heavily
connected processes resulting from either or both scientific research and science fair. For
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students, doing scientific research also meant going to science fair. This important
finding will be addressed in full detail in the discussion section.
Figure 13
Theoretical Model: Why Students Choose to do Science Fair

The How and the Why
As noted in Figure 7 and Figure 13, there are multiple avenues for how students
get involved with science fair. Students might be recruited by teacher-sponsors to
participate “voluntarily”, they may see others achieve success in science fair, such as
siblings or older students, or they might be obligated to enroll in scientific research for
science fair as a requirement for coursework. Why do students choose to engage in
science fair? My theoretical model, Figure 13, suggests the following processes for why
students choose to do science fair. Students may decide to participate due to a variety of
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potential outcomes including awards, scholarships, bolstering college applications and
resumes, building research skills, and the positive feedback they receive leading to gains
in confidence and pride. Students decide to engage with science fair because the research
they can do is important. The challenge of doing research is a draw for them in that the
process of research can be confounding, and they get the opportunity to solve local and
global problems. Furthermore, science fair is a venue that promotes students’ ability to
“make a difference” thus empowering their further participation in research activities.
To understand why students would do science fair, it’s also necessary to
understand contexts that would occlude students from participating in science fair.
During data analysis it became apparent to me that even students who engaged in science
fair multiple times did not do research or science fair every year. This data set might have
been more complete had I been able to sample individuals who did scientific research just
to do the research, without taking it to science fair. My attempts to theoretically sample
new participants for this phenomenon were unsuccessful – I was unable to sample
individuals who did the research but did not take it to science fair. I was, however, able to
re-sample my current data to gain an understanding of why students would NOT take to
science fair, or why they would NOT engage in science research.
Data from Lillian gives insight to why students would conduct research but not
take their research to science fair as she stated, “It was fun to just do research projects
that weren’t being judged.” These findings, also previously identified as a negative case,
further demonstrate the enjoyment students can get out of doing research, destitute of
both the benefits and drawbacks of participating in science fair. Lillian got herself
involved in a research opportunity that she benefited from, and she identified that her
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“research class helped me figure out what science was without science fair.” For Lillian,
the stress of being critiqued, judged, or feeling like she was in a competition detracted
from the experience, so at one point she chose to do research but no science fair.
Eileene chose to pace her science research and science fair participation. As an
ultra-involved student, Eileene noted “I started to feel a little bit burnt out with doing
projects every single year.” Her solution was to do a large project but spend two years on
it rather than doing a project every single year. Eileene’s example demonstrates that
students may have a longer-term plan that keeps them from engaging in science fairs
every year.
Several other students noted gaps in their science fair participation because they
did not have access to research opportunities, such as Senna who “did not do science fair
my junior year because I was not able to get into a lab,” or were not aware after-school or
zero-hour science clubs like Catherine who “didn’t know how to get back into.” Tina
took a gap-year as a junior because she was “debating my life after high school.” Finally,
Belinda did several years of science fair consecutively, but reached a pinnacle, “this
[level of competition] is where I wanted to end up, this is my goal” so she turned her
attention to the sport she was involved with and other high school extracurriculars.
Students who had been involved with science fair chose to not participate at times
due to several reasons such as not being aware of opportunities, intentionally taking a
break from research and/or science fair and if they felt they had reached their goals.
Furthermore, students can realize benefits from just the research portion, and sometimes
staying out of science fair helps students to more enjoy scientific research, such as what
Lillian experienced.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
My study was designed to address an important gap in our understanding of why
students choose to get involved in powerful OST science learning experiences,
specifically scientific research for science fair, with a focus on experiences of students
from racial and ethnic minority backgrounds including female students. My major goal
for this research was to illuminate our understanding of not only why students get
involved, but also why students stay involved in OST science research for science fair.
Data were collected from students who participated in multiple science fairs8 using semistructured interviews. I designed the interview protocol to elicit student motivations for
staying involved, including social processes, and challenges faced with conducting and
presenting scientific research. I used a Constructivist Grounded Theory approach to
analyze all data, leading to the development of theory about student-perceived benefits of
OST science research for science fair experiences. Findings will benefit educators,
administrators, policymakers, and other researchers in their efforts to include students
from diverse backgrounds in sustained science learning opportunities.
Brief Summary of Findings
To answer my central research question of the processes of students choosing to
do scientific research for science fair, it was necessary to develop a theoretical model that
accounts for these processes. During the grounded theory analysis, key themes emerged
revealing these processes. I will discuss these themes and their importance to the process-
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oriented model of student motivation to engage in science fair that I developed in this
study.
My model differentiates between compulsory and voluntary first experiences, as
students discussed both aspects of their participation. Students who choose to conduct
scientific research for science fair do so because of the feedback loop provided when they
have presented research and won awards, scholarships, have been acknowledged for their
work, and realized gains in research skills, confidence, and pride. This same feedback
loop, however, is also present for students who achieved successes but were required to
do scientific research for science fair. Students began to see research as an investigative
tool they wield towards meaningful research aims (e.g., finding answers to local waterquality issues). Students get drawn into the research because of the challenges they
discovered in figuring out how to successfully carry out a research project. When their
research was successful, they were driven to share the results at local and regional
science fairs – sharing their work allows them to be the expert on the topic. Importantly,
students feel like they are making a difference – they reported that this gives them the
power to show change. Some of these findings also align with results of existing research,
yet my current work extends what is understood about how and why students voluntarily
engage in scientific research for science fair, particularly in the development of my
theoretical model. These connections will be identified and explored throughout this
conclusions section.
One of the foremost contributions my research makes to the field is that I have
now presented a conceptual model developed from empirical evidence that is grounded in
data co-constructed by myself (researcher) and research participants, Figure 13. This
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takes the form of a theory of motivational processes9 that appears to exist for students
who voluntarily choose to do scientific research, at some point, and to take that research
to science fair. Additionally, there were unexpected findings related to potential
differences between doing scientific research and engaging in science fair. The majority
of existing research treats these activities as analogous, however, findings from my study
show separate outcomes related to doing scientific research compared to competing in
science fair. Yet despite the existence of separate outcomes, my data demonstrate that for
most participants, scientific research and science fair are inseparable. The theoretical
model was able to capture these important nuances.
Finally, to date, no published research has so carefully analyzed the voluntary
aspect of science fair, particularly when looking at specific levels of science fairs (local,
regional, state, etc.). Extant research such as the work of Dionne et al., (2012)
investigated students who chose to enter an upper-tier science fair after having earned
their way through subservient competitions, thus effectively filtering out mid and lowerlevel performers from the data pool. Data from my study allowed me to analyze both
voluntary and involuntary processes, not just for the highest achieving science fair
participants, and the impact these types of participation had on students’ overall
motivational processes.

9

Research that is enjoyably challenging, and personally meaningful, the power to show change by
sharing research with others at science fair, the development of skills, and gains in confidence
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Discussion of Findings: Scientific Research vs. Science Fair
Throughout this study, I have wrestled with what I perceived to be differences
between the activities of science fair and that of doing science research. Do students view
these activities as distinct, interrelated, or analogous? My findings point out that students
engage in the process of scientific research because they enjoy the challenges inherent in
doing research (e.g., project design and/or analyzing data) and because they enjoyed
using research as a tool to pursue personally meaningful work. Nearly all of my study
participants at some point in their science fair career opted into the research itself because
they enjoyed the process of research. In other words, contrary to my initial suspicion that
students would have a burning desire to learn about some science content, students
actually showed greater interest in doing the research. They reported that they embarked
on research first and then chose a topic of investigation.
This is not to say that students should or will investigate any randomly selected
topic. They indicated that the relevancy of the content mattered to them as well and I
emphasized this key point in my theoretical model and in the findings section. Students
carried out the research because the topic they researched mattered on a personal, local
and/or global level. The research they did was important and contributed to the body of
scientific knowledge. Moreover, students usually pursued something that was of interest
to them or something in which they had prior exposure. This is the point in my
conceptual model where contexts and social capital interact. Students who come from
contexts where they have had a variety of exposures to scientific content (i.e., when
students’ families have greater science capital [DeWitt & Archer, 2017]), likely have
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more experiences from which to draw their inquiry and may be more likely to make more
connections between their work and other science content areas.
Participants also stated that, if they are doing the research, it’s important to (or
even a waste NOT to) take it to science fair to share their findings. Other participant data
identified students doing research in order to take it to science fair (i.e., the purpose of
doing the research was to have something for science fair). So, science research for
science fair could be compared to activities such as training for a marathon10. The event
instigates the training or, in the case of science fair, the research process. Belinda said
that science fair “gave you a purpose to do it [the research] cause…I probably wouldn’t
do it on my own.” Marcy said, “so we did like a poster symposium at the end, and I
thought there wasn’t really an incentive to finish the project if I wasn’t gonna compete
with them or do something with it.” Quotes like these from Marcy and Belinda add depth
to important findings that came from quantitative research by Czerniak (1996), who
found that over 84% of surveyed science fair participants reported being required to
complete a science fair project, yet nearly 79% chose to enter their project into a districtlevel science fair. Requiring students to do a prior research project, then, seemed likely to
contribute to their decision to take the project to science fair. Ultimately, students
pursued “Personally meaningful” topics in their scientific research and their presentation
of that research to science fair allowed students to “Get to be the expert.” They reveled in
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the chance to demonstrate their expert knowledge to an audience because, as they
reported, the work they did had great meaning to them.
In summary, science fair is important, and the activities of science research and
science fair are not as disparate in the minds of secondary students as I (and perhaps
many others) had suspected. Nearly all students reported that they sought out science fair
in part because of the positive contributions to their resumes and college applications,
earning awards and scholarships, and gaining expertise in scientific inquiry. However, for
many students, they put the time and effort into doing the project, were pursuing
meaningful topics, and they thought it was important to share the results with others.
Almost all participants of this student relished the chance to be an expert by sharing their
results and teaching others something they may not know. Some students even enjoyed
“Being on the stage”, and talking to others, in general.
Findings from this research examined differences between doing scientific
research and participating in science fair. These findings are novel and make an important
contribution to the literature as there is little extant research that has investigated and/or
compared secondary students’ motivation to pursue scientific research vs. science fair.
Moreover, my findings showing that students are engaging in scientific research because
they enjoy the process and challenge of doing research over and above their specific
interests in science content clearly expands our conceptions of the key aspects of
students’ motivations to choose to do science fair.
Developing Skills + Confidence, Interest, Pride
Science research and science fair contribute to students’ academic and personal
development and the evidence presented here suggests that it may be important for
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students to actively realize their growth through each aspect of science fair and the
research process. Students enjoyed seeing their growth, as noted by Bertram, Blake,
Anna, Addie, Lillian, and others when they saw their research processes and products
getting better each year. Students appear to develop both initial interest and become more
interested in science as a career through their scientific research and presenting their
work at science fair. The model that I present here suggests that students may also realize
gains in confidence/self-efficacy in their ability to do scientific research, including their
skills in inquiry/scientific practices and their ability to effectively present the research to
an audience. Finally, students’ pride in their work was impacted not only through the
feedback they received at science fair, but also just by completing their research while
overcoming a range of significant challenges.
My research findings showed student gains in inquiry skills and interest in science
and STEM careers. These findings are also supported by results from previous research.
Other researchers have investigated student outcomes from science fair and found similar
gains in inquiry skills (Andersson, et al., 2021; Koomen et al., 2018, Paul et al., 2016;
Schmidt & Kelter, 2017), science content and STEM career interest (Dabney, Tai,
Almarode, Miller-Friedmann, et al., 2012; MacLeish et al., 2012; Nugent et al., 2015;
Sha et al., 2015). Taken together, these findings and extant research make the argument
that students understand their positive gains in skills and interest from engaging in
science fair activities. As they are aware of these gains, students are stimulated to do
more research and more science fair.
An additional key finding illuminated by my study participants was that science
fair gave them the “Power to show change.” Looking backward, this may have been one
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of the most consequential findings that emerged, even beyond the theme of students
developing skills, interest, and pride. This theme is connected to the larger idea that
students’ research work is personally meaningful – including their enjoyment of science,
that the research provides a meaningful challenge. Their ability to show change resulted
in students’ feeling like they have made a difference locally and/or globally. They
strongly believed that the problems they investigated were challenges faced by societies
in the natural world. Research provides the tool for students to identify solutions to the
challenges and presenting at science fair conveys this message to an authentic audience
of science professionals and peers. There is little extant research that has identified how
critical groups of students are being empowered to show change or examined potential
effects on students’ motivational decisions to engage in science fair.
Developing a STEM (Science) Identity
As previously discussed, STEM identity is a key component in predicting student
persistence through the STEM pipeline (McDonald et al., 2019). While prior research has
identified recognition of STEM work, competence in STEM endeavors, and STEM
interest as critical to development of STEM identity (Carlone & Johnson, 2007), recent
research notes development of STEM identity is achieved through STEM recognition and
STEM interest (Cribbs, Hazari, Sonnert, & Sadler, 2015; Dou et al., 2019; Hazari et al.,
2020; Hazari et al., 2010). Many participants of my study noted strong positive increases
in their science identity, and this is a novel finding considering prior work on the effect of
science fairs on science identity. In spite of those positive aspects of identity development
for most, a few of my study participants did not see themselves as scientists, either
because they lacked a desire to pursue science as a career, or because they saw the work
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of professional scientists as far beyond the quality of research they were doing.
Interestingly, according to these research participants, their work was recognized at
science fair – that is, they felt that they had achieved a higher level of success than did
other students at their science fair, suggesting they knew that they were competent in
scientific research. These findings suggest that doing scientific research, and more
notably, presenting scientific research at science fair can increase one’s science identity,
but this medium may not yield gains in science identity for all participants.
Given that my findings clearly indicated that science fair participation can lead to
positive science identity, it is important to note that this contrasts with important findings
by Dou and colleagues (2019) that showed that STEM identities in children and youth in
kindergarten through the fourth grade were not impacted by participation in science
competitions 11. Conjointly, these studies’ findings suggest that there may be a sensitive
period, or perhaps better to say a developmentally-appropriate window, in middle and
high school when science fair may be a viable activity to productively foster students’
science identity. Younger students may not benefit from similar, formal out-of-school
experiences such as science fair. Additional research is needed to better investigate the
relationship between science fair and the development of productive science identities,
specifically the aspects of science fair that are most responsible for gains in science
identity. It may also be important to consider the implications of STEM identity
development for students who are not specifically interested in science yet are recognized
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as being competent in science. The question of whether or not STEM identities have
positive impacts on later non-STEM academic or career interests remains largely
unexamined. Finally, instruments such as the STEM-PIO-1 (McDonald et al., 2019), a
tool with potential for measuring longitudinal changes in STEM identity across age
groups and STEM disciplines, may further our understanding of the interaction between
science fair and STEM identity.
The Utility of Science Research and Science Fair
One of the core concepts that arose from my data came from students’
descriptions of realizing the utility of carrying out scientific research and participating in
science fair, processes that are related to aspects of Expectancy-Value Theory (EVT,
Eccles et al., 1983). These findings support research by Welsh, Hedenstrom, and Koomen
which found that “students develop an awareness of how science helps to solve
problems…” (2020, p. 48). Importantly, my findings also connect more globally to the
concepts housed in EVT such as subjective task value (intrinsic motivation to engage in
the activity) and utility value (how relevant a task may be to benefiting students’ futures).
My findings note that students enjoyed doing research and presenting at science fair. We
would not have expected contrary findings here considering that my study participants
voluntarily chose to engage in science fair but, for the majority of them, they enjoyed
science and thereby saw intrinsic value in doing scientific research. Furthermore,
participants of this study valued the tasks involved with science fair as they viewed
scientific research and presenting at science fair as useful skills for their future selves. In
other words, whether it was before their incipient science fair interest or some point
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thereafter, they engaged in the activities as a result of their own interest and a more
intrinsic motivation pattern.
There are connections, as noted, from my research findings to EVT, but even an
oft-researched construct such as EVT is not without problems that confound its
explanatory power. For example, some of my research participants, especially those who
had participated in several science fairs, noted enjoyment in the research irrespective of
how well they did. These findings connote more importance on the process rather than
the outcome. Based on my findings showing that students developed a sense of
satisfaction in the research process, the definition of the “doing well” aspect of attainment
value potentially changes with students’ developmental processes. These findings suggest
an elusive, fluid determination of what constitutes “doing well”, which is therefore
difficult to measure. Finally, I also presented research findings that contributed to placing
diverse findings from prior research that examined EVT, motivational profiles, and URM
status in more detailed contexts. This prior work had suggested both that URMs are more
likely to belong to lower motivational profiles than are non-URM science students and
that Black students were more likely than White students to belong to higher math and
science motivational profiles. As my study participants were a diverse group that
included many who would be labelled URMs, however, I urge caution in too close of
associations between my findings and those of EVT.
The Relationship Between Voluntary and Involuntary Participation
The focus of my research was on students who voluntarily participated in science
fair. However, my data collection included aspects of involuntary participation, as well.
Students from this study noted “Getting to be the expert” of their research was an
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important part of their science fair experience. This finding makes a compelling
contribution to the theoretical model (Figure 13) showing patterns of student motivation
for continued participation in science fair. While my research primarily focused on
students voluntarily engaging in research and science fair activities, the theme “Getting to
be the expert” transcended whether students voluntarily or compulsorily participated and
was evident in both groups. Other research findings indicate that involuntary science fair
participants felt they got to be the expert when they engaged in science fair as well
(Dionne et al., 2012). My findings further supported the idea that both types of
participation should be considered (Grinnell et al., 2018) when stakeholders such as
teacher-sponsors, administrators, and non-traditional educators make decisions regarding
whether or not students should be required to conduct research for science fair. In both
cases, voluntary or involuntary participation, there are opportunities for students to be an
expert. This important finding but needs additional investigation to be further developed.
It will be useful to develop a better sense of the proportion of “compulsory” students who
experience these positive outcomes and whether or not this plays a role in later
motivation towards STEM opportunities. In other words, my findings suggest
implications for involuntary participation leading to voluntary participation.
Considering the connections between the themes “Getting to be the expert” and
“Personally meaningful” that emerged from my data, knowing whether or not students
participate in science fair of their own volition might not be as important as providing
students with support to do research that is personally meaningful. If given the
opportunity to pursue meaningful work and allowed to be the expert of their content and
research, students may be more motivated to present this work at a science fair regardless
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of whether they are required to vs. participating of their own volition. This could lead to
students’ further participation, particularly voluntary, in scientific research and science
fair.
As we saw in this study, the process of science fair (research for science fair)
involves self-discovery and opening up the world of research and science to young
learners. This is why the 1st exposure is important – in many cases, my data show that the
condition of first science fair participation being voluntary or compulsory may not be
critical, especially pertaining to students’ experiences of getting to be the expert. It may
be much more important that students learn about a tool that can help them solve
relevant, real-world problems. In other words, as students engage with scientific research,
they develop skills, pride, and confidence through challenging research tasks while
investigating science topics that are personally meaningful on the local and global scale.
As I have demonstrated here in detail, students are empowered when they can share their
research results at science fair, and they are thus more likely to be motivated to continue
to participate.
Finally, while many of the research findings are novel, there is a significant
overlap between my findings related to student choice to engage in OST science research
and what other works have recommended for in-school science (and engineering)
experiences for secondary students12. Publications from the National Academies of
Science, Engineering, and Medicine, as I previously discussed, noted that oftentimes,
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“learning environments (i.e., traditional classrooms) do not challenge students to address
challenges that are important to them, make sense of phenomena that are situation in their
lives, or allow them to make decisions about the direction of an investigation,” (2018, p.
3-5). My findings mirror recommendations made by The National Academies to increase
learning outcomes in traditional settings by, “providing choice or autonomy in learning,
promoting personal relevance, presenting appropriately challenging material, and,
situating investigations in socially and culturally appropriate contexts” (2018, p. 3-14).
The elements of students solving real-world, meaningful problems, choice in what they
investigate, the challenges of conducting research are also found in my theoretical model.
The key contribution of my findings is situating these aspects specifically within the OST
science research setting, based on students’ choices to engage in scientific research, and
providing a mechanism of student processes, as seen in Figure 13. This model and my
findings are useful for demonstrating that commonalities exist in both in-school and OST
science learning environments.
Eliminating Opportunity Gaps
Part of my a prori argument was that science research, and perhaps other OST
science experiences, can help eliminate opportunity gaps. Based on the findings of this
study, which were collected from a diverse group of public-school students in middle and
high school settings, an important aspect of getting students to choose to do scientific
research is their need to conduct research that is meaningful to them, especially for
females (see also Bonnette et al., 2019) and perhaps for other URMs. While the
participants of this study reported that they were supported in their efforts primarily by a
teacher-sponsor, they also clearly indicated that support from family members and, in
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some cases, professional scientists was also key to their on-going participation. This
shows that the larger social context also plays a key role in helping develop positive
participation patterns and suggest that support from the school context may help create
synergistic relationships beyond the school context that can help develop more positive
STEM attitudes and experiences. Finally, feedback also appeared to be critical to the
process of potentially reducing opportunity gaps and developing more positive STEM
outcomes. When students presented their research at science fair, they felt like they were
conveying research results that were impactful to their field of study (i.e., the work they
did mattered) and they indicated that this was a key factor in supporting their on-going
participation and STEM identity development.
Overcoming Challenges/Equitable Access. Current research findings have
identified many significant challenges faced in science education, including the issue of
supporting students while they learn the practice of scientific research (National Research
Council, 2013) and challenges specific to URMs and female students. Some of these
challenges included limits to resource availability (Saw & Agger, 2021) and meeting the
needs of the Next Generation Science Standards. My findings align with other research in
describing the similar challenges faced by students as they carried out their research, such
as resource availability, for example (Saw & Agger, 2021). In addition, study participants
described how they had endured through the struggles of “doing science” and voluntarily
chose to engage in science research for science fair despite of these challenges. The
question of “why persist?” thus emerges and a central concern and theme here.
This question may partially be answered by the consistent, mediating effect of
teacher-sponsors and the social and material support that they presented. Teacher-
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sponsors and other supporters provided aid for students as they attempted to overcome
their research challenges. When students struggled with designing their experiments, with
collecting and/or analyzing data, teachers were most often cited as contributing to
overcoming those challenges. Teacher-sponsors also connected student researchers to
content-area and research process experts, both in academia and in industry. They were
instrumental in creating pathways to additional support when students’ research interests
did not fall within either teacher-sponsors’ content-area knowledge or research expertise,
or when there were deficits in the resources they could directly provide. The latter point
directly addresses one of the challenges to science education (limited resources), as
discussed earlier. In this regard, some participants of this study were not uniformly
advantaged via high science capital within their family contexts, but it seems these
students were the beneficiaries of social capital they were able to access via
sponsor/mentor support.
Figure 14
Mediated Challenges

Data from this study also point to students gaining skills in scientific research
relative to the science and engineering practices prescribed in NGSS. In other words,
students who did scientific research for science fair outside of typical curriculum had the
opportunity to increase their skills in scientific research beyond the scope typically
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present in traditional classrooms, thereby partially addressing the challenge posed by
NGSS and potentially reducing the achievement gaps that are a central target of those
standards. These findings align with conclusions from other research indicating that
students’ inquiry skills may profit when they engage in scientific research for science fair
(Abernathy & Vineyard, 2001; Grinnell et al., 2018; Paul et al., 2016; Schmidt & Kelter,
2017; Welsh et al., 2020). On one hand, this must be taken as good news for the
development of science inquiry skills in our middle and high school students, but there is
still more to do considering the continued presence of achievement and perhaps more
appropriately labelled, opportunity gaps.
These findings regarding social support and social capital resources are intensely
relevant to current research results from STEM education studies that suggest that Black
students are less likely than their White or Asian counterparts to receive help from
professional scientists (Grinnell et al., 2017), have inequitable access to mentoring from
research professionals (Flanagan, 2013; Schank, 2015), and generally have lower levels
support with their research (Kook et al., 2020). While the design of this qualitative study
cannot support claims of causation, nor can it provide estimates of likelihood, participants
of this study (these included Black, Hispanic, Asian students, in addition to the White
students) did report teacher-sponsor, parental, and professional scientist support as they
pursued their research ventures. My findings further support the argument that when
Black student researchers are supported in their research by the aforementioned sources,
they not only are more likely to persist in their scientific research and engage in science
fair, but they also report enjoyment of their successes. Furthermore, because teachersponsors were identified here as foundational support, including helping with access to
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university-level research support, we might look to the further facilitating relationships
between skilled teachers and students as we seek to identify the conditions under which
this type of support best promotes on-going STEM and science experience and training.
My findings demonstrate that science fair experiences should be considered a
viable pathway to cultivate STEM career interest in secondary students. In viewing these
findings through an equity and inclusion lens, this work supports the idea that we have a
responsibility to ensure these same opportunities are available for learners from all
backgrounds, representing the full gamut of identity markers that would support STEM
identity development and foster on-going for education, training, and entry into STEM
career fields. For instance, King & colleagues (2021) noted reduced participation in
informal STEM learning opportunities for low social capital families through middle and
high school, as compared to the elementary years. It may follow then, that more efforts
should be made towards more inclusive participation, particularly through middle and
high school years, in science research activities outside of school-day curriculum.
Practitioners should take a critical look at who is invited, recruited, or urged to
participate, and extend our efforts to fully include learners from backgrounds that have
traditionally been underrepresented and reduce existing inequities. These recruitment
efforts likely need to begin early, perhaps in early elementary by such activities as simply
reading and talking about science (Dou et al., 2019) and also persist throughout students’
careers in secondary schools. Based on my findings, it appears that the secondary school
context may be particularly critical for development of support for OST experiences,
such as science fair, and the attendant benefits this brings during an educational period
that typically sees reduced participation and success in STEM courses for many groups.
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Limitations and Future Research
There are a number of important limitations to the current study. These limitations
include the narrow range of demographic characteristics for study participants, a single
researcher as the instrument of investigation and self-report, the cross-sectional design,
and limits to generalizability. Finally, I was unable to collect data on more in-depth
indicators of socioeconomic status, and science capital. These aspects may have
strengthened the analysis of aggregated data, however, due to several constraints that
included institutional review board policies and other issues with sampling, this data
remained beyond the scope of this study. All of these factors should be taken into account
as we consider the importance of my findings.
Analysis of data revealed that, at times, students were recruited by teachersponsors to take part in science fair. If we consider equity issues, such as the opportunity
gap, it is important to understand not only which students were recruited but also why. In
other words, as this study seeks to improve science research opportunities for all students
(but most notably for URMs and female students), there are implications regarding
demographics of students recruited to these opportunities. This warrants further
investigation of questions related to teacher-sponsors decisions about who to recruit to
participate in science fair. For example, what criteria do teacher-sponsors deem the most
important when recruiting students to science fair? A key limitation of my study is that I
did not investigate teacher-sponsors’ recruitment decisions nor does my data reveal the
complexities underlying such decisions.
Even though this study collected student experiences with multiple science fairs,
effectively stretching across two or more years for most of them, this was not a
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longitudinal study. This design was not intended to directly show change as students
participated in their first science fair compared to subsequent science fairs, especially as
it is related to intrinsic or extrinsic motivators for their participation. This is a key area to
investigate within future research as it is important to understand how students’ needs for
recognition and acknowledgement may change as students develop and as they engage in
more science research experiences. We need to know, for instance, what mechanisms or
processes are in play for students who initially participated for extrinsic
award/recognition goals, but who may later participate for more intrinsic goals and/or the
enjoyment of the research process. This is not a new question – Lewis, Schapps, &
Watson (1995), for example, suggested that student interest in science fairs may develop
beyond the need for gratification from external rewards. The lack of a specific
longitudinal aspect of the design also means that this study is not able to specifically
show growth in students’ skills through their participation, or examine whether or not this
may be related to number of science fair or science research projects they participate in.
Qualitative research also typically relies on the researcher as the instrument of
data collection and analysis (Creswell & Poth, 2018). The research questions I asked and
interview questions I designed to answer the research questions already contain
assumptions about student processes to engage in science fair. For example, my questions
assumed that students encountered challenges as they engaged, which could be the case
for the majority of participants but may not necessarily be so. Moreover, constructivist
grounded theory acknowledges the interpretive nature of data collection and analysis due
to the role of the researcher (Charmaz, 2014). As such, my findings must be
contextualized in light of this feature. Data analysis from a different researcher would
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likely vary from my own processes and findings. My findings also relied solely on selfreport, not unlike quantitative surveys and other devices employed to glean participant
perspectives. This constructivist grounded theory methodology fully acknowledges
reliance on the participant perspective – although I should note that this is typically
viewed as a strength of this approach rather than a limitation.
A key focus of this research was on the experiences of female and minority
students in their scientific research. Female participants, compared to their male
counterparts, were much easier to enroll in this project for several reasons, including they
typically outnumber males in science fair participation in middle and high school. This is
an interesting finding given the lack of female in certain STEM majors and careers.
Further work should more fully investigate the point at which females lose their desire to
pursue STEM degrees and STEM careers, especially between their high school to
undergraduate and graduate years.
Finally, I was able to develop a potential model that captures the process of
students choosing to engage in science fair, and contexts related to that. This model is
grounded in the qualitative inquiry I used to investigate this phenomenon, but further
inquiry will help to finalize various aspects of the theoretical model. Specifically, further
qualitative or quantitative analysis could be used to determine students’ perspectives of
how their need for rewards changed over time while engaging in science fair.
Quantitative studies may be helpful to more fully explain aspects of the precise
role that students’ successes play and whether or not being able to choose their own
research topic plays into their decision to persist at science fair. Some of my findings
indicated that there was significant student dissatisfaction with the online science fair
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experience as forced by the COVID-19 pandemic. This is an avenue that future
qualitative inquiry could investigate -specifically examining how student participants felt
like they were the expert (or not) when presenting synchronously or asynchronously
online vs face-to-face. There is also more we need to understand about the student to
teacher-sponsor relationship, and even teacher-sponsor methods and motivations for
supporting students. Qualitative research could be conducted to gain a broader
understanding of teacher-sponsors perspectives with respect to the phenomena students
described here.
Summary of the Process-Oriented Theoretical Model
A major strength of this constructivist grounded theory qualitative research design
is its ability to yield a process-oriented theoretical model of secondary students’
participation and motivational patterns in their choice to do science fair. As I previously
noted, a wholistic view of the participants’ perspectives of their experience was missing
from extant research on student motivation to do science fair. Data from my study
provides a rich, thick description of the processes for some students who chose to engage
in science fair and their subsequent experiences.
Figure 15
Theoretical Model: Why Students Choose to do Science Fair
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There are several big-picture aspects of the theory that were developed through
careful analysis of student interview data. First, the role of students’ initial science fair
experiences in their motivation to continue. While it is crucial that students get the
opportunity to engage in science research and science fair activities, my findings indicate
that the nature of the first experience, voluntary or involuntary, may not matter as much
as other critical details. For instance, students whose first experience was involuntary
opted to continue doing science fair when the research they conducted was personally
meaningful, they got to be the expert, and they felt like their research and the results they
conveyed to an audience were making a difference.
In addition, the role of student successes and their ability to choose their own
research topic were critical to their experience. All study participants identified some sort
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of success with at least one of their projects. At times, for some students, the extrinsic
rewards were initially captivating, and led to their continued participation. However, a
few students in my sample did note a lack of commercial success 13 with one or more
projects. Most examples of this included research that students identified as still being
meaningful, and research in which they had a choice of the topic. Student choice and the
meaningful work related to choosing to do science fair is likely a very powerful source of
motivation above and beyond that of awards, scholarships, etc., Student choice appeared
to be strongly related to their sense of doing meaningful work, i.e., students were
choosing topics they found to be important, and this helped them create meaning in their
projects. It is important to note that students’ choices on topics is also largely influenced
by their social contexts, such as the relevant capital available to them.
Students identified slightly different outcomes from doing research compared to
engaging in science fair, although these two activities are intimately connected. Students
viewed the research as a meaningful challenge – one that kept them engaged and drew
them back to do more research. They identified the research aspect as a useful tool of
discovery, leading them to investigations of personally meaningful topics and, according
to my participants, scientific research allowed them to help solve real-world local and
global problems.

13

categories.

Commercial success is defined as receiving awards, prizes and/or placings in research
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Science fair, in addition, was also identified by participants as a venue at which
they got to be the expert of their research and their topic. Science fair provided this
important social component that students enjoyed. Students also reported on the social
recognition they received via the various awards and accolades from science fair, likely
contributing to increases in their science identities and decisions to do more research.
Furthermore, when engaging with judges, peers, and experts at science fair, students also
reported that they had the power to show change – the type of change that benefits local
and global societies.
It is also important to note that scientific research and science fair were inherently
connected in that students did one to engage in the other. In many instances, students did
research specifically to take to science fair. Students sought out the science fair
experience for the positive outcomes they attributed to science fair. For this reason,
students knew they were going to be engaged in research. Their decision of what to
investigate almost always came after the decision to do science fair (for students who
participated voluntarily).
Lastly, my research outcomes are strongly linked to larger educational goals. For
example, as noted in the literature review, there is a lot of societal concern regarding the
health of our STEM pipeline. As a society, we may not be developing enough high-level
STEM workers as there is attrition within STEM degree tracks and STEM occupations.
Researchers have consistently reported that loss of interest in science tends to increase
across the middle school years. My theoretical model demonstrates contrasting processes
by which some students get engaged, and perhaps more importantly, stay engaged in
science learning. Moreover, my findings also show increases in student interest in science
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and science/STEM careers through participation in OST science learning activities such
as science fair.
Increasingly, science standards, such as NGSS, are calling for students to become
proficient in the practices of scientists and engineers, i.e., scientific experimentation and
inquiry learning. Findings from this study, along with other research findings,
demonstrate students’ self-reported gains in inquiry and experimentation skills. OST
science learning experiences, then, are supportive of the learning that takes place in the
majority of classrooms that seek to meet the requirements of NGSS. Furthermore, other
research has noted the complementary nature of in-school science learning and OST
science learning (Andersson et al. 2021), suggesting important links between the two
types of learning. Students may benefit in both domains by engaging in the other. When
educators are able to give students these opportunities, student growth in content and
scientific process might be maximized.
Bridging the Gap: Theory to Application
My findings provide important guidance for educators related to developing
students’ science identity and interest in STEM education and careers through their
scientific research experiences. Primarily, these findings support the contention that when
students participate in science fair, they can develop greater science identity. Student
science identity can be fostered through acknowledgement of their work on scientific
research (e.g., more extrinsic awards, scholarships, etc.) and intrinsic pathways presented
through positive valuations of the research experience and the social interactions that
occur during students’ processes of engaging in science fair. Furthermore, STEM career
doorways may also begin to open for students as they experience being the expert on
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their research topic and see themselves as members of a community of scientists and,
thus, science as a career may become a more viable option. Science fair, these students
told us, is a venue that can provide these opportunities. There are implications here for
the importance of simply holding a science fair (do it!) and providing some type of award
or acknowledgement of students’ work. The majority of my research participants here
also reported experiencing the provision peer and professional interactions that supported
their identity development as science researchers, even (or especially) outside of the
science competition format, and they made it clear that they believed that they had
benefitted from this support and developmental process.
The next key implication that I want to stress is the power of relevancy and
autonomy – students consistently reported that it was critical that they got to do research
that was meaningful to them. My findings demonstrate that students more fully “see
themselves among scientists 14” – this is consistent with other findings (e.g., Andersson et
al., 2021). They appear to develop a science identity as they have opportunity to
undertake research that is personally meaningful. Lillian, for example, like almost all
participants of this study noted the importance of her research – her experience of solving
local and global problems using scientific research played a key role in her belief that her
findings contributed to the body of scientific literature. I suggest that, as much as
possible, students should not only be allowed to pursue research they find personally
meaningful, but that they should also feel well-supported (including or especially, outside

14

A phrase coined by Chris J. Schaben
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of the teacher/sponsor context) in this endeavor. The outcomes could be transformative to
students’ futures as they begin to see themselves as among a community of scientists.
The idea that features of science fair, including the idea that students get to engage in
meaningful research and become the experts on their topic15, are likely to support
development of science identity has not been previously demonstrated by existing
empirical research.
Findings from my research also support the conclusions made by Nugent and
colleagues (2015) that, while peer and family support is important for students in out-ofschool time science learning opportunities, informal educators and teachers who serve as
mentors have greater potential to impact students in a positive way. Unfortunately,
mentorships sometimes also result in unfair advantages to science fair participants,
undermining the efforts of students who conducted research more independently or with
less support (Flanagan, 2013; Schank, 2015). I also want to caution teacher-sponsors and
professional scientists who serve as mentors to consider their potential to influence young
researchers and urge them to thoughtfully support students in their productive struggle
through these processes without “giving them” the research process or outcomes. The
students’ perspectives here emphasized that role of a mentor is to carefully scaffold our
next generation of critical-thinkers, problem-solvers, and the STEM workforce.

15

These are aspects that educators can, and do, directly influence
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Recommendations to Educators, Administrators, and Other Stakeholders
1. Evidence suggests that science research experiences support students’
development of inquiry skills and learning outlined in Next Generation Science
Standards.
2. Whether science fair is voluntary or compulsory, students should be allowed to
pursue topics that are meaningful to themselves. This is likely more effective
when participation is voluntary.
3. Students need the opportunity to “be the expert.”
a. This requires an authentic audience of peers, judges, and/or science
experts.
4. Give all students the opportunity to engage in science fair.
a. Consider the idea that students rely on support and mentorship to navigate
the challenges of scientific research and science fair.
b. Ensure that there are enough mentors available.
c. Seek out learners who come from groups which have traditionally been
underrepresented in STEM.
5. Awards and recognition are helpful for most participants, at least at some point in
time, to motivate them to continue to participate.
6. Many students engage in these activities because they find the aspect of research
to be a meaningful challenge.
7. Students social and economic backgrounds and level of support influence the
topics they decide to research.
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8. Urban and rural students (among others) face challenges related to resource
access. Teacher-sponsors can moderate these challenges and help prevent other
setbacks.
9. Students who have access to professional researchers and research-lab type
resources are usually well-positioned for success.
10. Science fair participants need to interact with others, especially as they learn to
effectively communicate what they deem to be important research. For science
fairs that run virtually, consider creative ways that participation can take place inperson.
11. Allow students to do the actual work of research and engage in the full process,
especially if they plan to showcase their work at a competitive science fair.
Ultimately, the data for this study came from students (mostly female) who
participated in science research through public school settings. Some of the participants
might be considered “elite” students based on the courses they have taken and the
research in which they engaged. However, the nature of this research does not support
causal claims about the “elite” status of the students being the reason for these research
opportunities they experienced. Nor does it support the causal process suggested where
students become elite due to their science research opportunities. We can infer that either
case is possible, and the truth likely lies somewhere in between. A possible process that
was directly supported by the findings of this study was that the range of these researchrich, transformational experiences can take place in out-of-school time science research
opportunities. As was the case for my research participants, these can occur through
public middle and high schools, and in rural, urban, and suburban settings for diverse
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groups of students. This point should be empowering to parents, educators, and the
science community as we look to not only bolster the STEM workforce, but to provide
opportunity through access to potentially life-changing experiences for our youth.
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Appendix A
Interview Guide
− Please describe in general terms what your experience was like participating in a
science fair
o Describe the process of completing research for the science fair
o How did you get started?
− What ideas did you have, where did the ideas come from?
− What is it about doing research for science fair that draws you back to
participating? What keeps you involved?
− Please tell me how you benefited from this experience. How so?
− What did you learn that you didn’t expect to learn?
− What additional benefits did you realize by participating in a science fair?
− What other thoughts about your participation in a science fair would you like to
share to further elaborate on your experience?
−
Science Fair Context Information
1. Describe the setting of your science-fair research experiences
a) When did most of your science research take place?
b) How long was the process of conducting your research?
a. Did the school or afterschool program make the science -fair a big
priority?
2. Help us understand how your family or other friends/peers played a role in
supporting you (if they did).
a. Who were key figures in your access to involvement with science research
for science fair?
3. Were, or how were people around you (friends, peers, at school, out of school)
supportive of you doing science fair?
1.Were people not supportive or unsupportive?
a. What kind of help or non-help did you receive?
b. Do your parents/caregivers know science as part of their education or
jobs?
i. Did what they knew about science from their own background help
you out?
4. What kind of access did you have to resources you needed to complete your
study?
a. Did your parents/caregivers give you help or support?
i. What kinds of things did they do to help you?
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Appendix B

IRB #: 20180518112EX
Formal Study Title:
Why Do Science Fair? The Development of a Theory Grounded in Qualitative Research.
Authorized Study Personnel
Principal Investigator: Justin Andersson, M. Ed jandersson@huskers.unl.edu
Cell: 443-764-5054
Secondary Investigator: Wayne Babchuk, PhD wbabchuk1@unl.edu
Office: 402-472-2261
Key Information:
If you agree that your [child/legal ward] may participate in this study, the project will involve:
• Males and females between the ages of 13-19
• Procedures will include in-person interviews between the primary investigator and the
student research participant.
• 1-3 number of interviews are required
• These interviews will take 20 minutes each
• There are no risks associated with this study
• Your (child/legal ward) will be paid $0 for your participation
• You and your (child/legal ward) will be provided a copy of the consent/assent form
Invitation
Your [child/legal ward] is invited to take part in this research study. The information in this form
is meant to help you decide whether or not they may participate. If you have any questions,
please ask.
Why is your [child/legal ward] being asked to be in this research study?
Your [child/legal ward] is being asked to be in this study because they have/will be competing in
their 2nd or more science fair.
What is the reason for doing this research study?
The purpose of this research is to determine primary reasons that students complete science and
engineering research, and enter into local and regional fairs such as the Central Regional Science
Fair. Results of this research could help educators to better understand this process from the
perspective of students.
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Appendix C
Recruitment Script

IRB Number # 20180518112EX
Study Title:
Why Do Science Fair? The Development of a Theory Grounded in Qualitative Research.
Invitation

Hello,
My name is Justin Andersson. I am conducting a study on how students view the experience of
science fair participation. If your [child/ward] has or will have competed in at least their second
science fair, and is between the ages of 13-19, they may participate in this research. Attached is
a consent form that will be needed if your [child/ward] intends to assist us with participating in
this study.
What is the reason for doing this research study?
The purpose of this research is to determine primary reasons that students complete
science and engineering research, and enter into local and regional fairs such as the Metro
Science and Engineering Fair. Results of this research could help educators to better understand
this process from the perspective of students.
What will be done during this research study?
Your child will be asked to participate in 1-3 interview sessions, each session lasting
approximately 20 minutes. Interviews will be audio recorded to accurately capture student
thinking. These sessions will primarily take place during the Winter and Spring of 2022.
Interviewees will be assigned a random code, and interviews will be transcribed from audio
recordings and labeled with the code. All data will be kept entirely confidential and on a secure
cloud content management system. Interviews will take place online, on telephone, or in-person
per the participant’s preference.
What are the possible risks of being in this research study?
There are no known risks to your [child/legal ward] from being in this research study.
What are the possible benefits to you?
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Appendix D
Example of Member-Checking Google Form
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Appendix E
Participant Responses to Member-Checking Form
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Appendix F
Contexts of 1st Science Fair

Participant
Anaya
Belinda
Bertram
Bethany
Blake
Britney
Valaria
Catherine
Marcy
Tina
Anna
Eribe
Moni
Eileene
Jessup

Required
MS science fair school

7th grade - chose to do science club
MS science fair school
6th grade required
7th

Mava
Senna
Halsie
Sereta
Lillian

8th grade, urged by mother
grade sought out science club

7th grade required
6th grade required
Jr. year - was interested in research
6th grade required
8th grade required
HS biology - required
8th grade required
Recruited by HS teacher while in 7th
grade
8th grade required
8th grade had option whether or not to
do science research
Wanted to do it since Jr. high, she saw
others’ success

Allie
Sondra
Dalva

1st Experience
Voluntary

MS science program
Voluntary but part of a science fair
focused social environment - elementary
5th grade required for school
7th & 8th grade science club
HS science requirement
7th grade science club

